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Foreword
These two essays are concerned to examine and illuminate the role of verse
form in Maiakovskii’s poetics; as he himself so eloquently and convincingly
describes in ‘Kak delaf stikhi’, rhythm — or more generally verse form —
is the ‘hum’ (‘gw/’) that lies at the base of his poetry. The two essays, though
originally undertaken separately, have been written with the other one, and
the broader picture, in mind. They have key points of contact and
complement each other so that, when placed together, they make something
that becomes more than the sum of the two parts. In addition, both essays
have an ongoing engagement with the insights into Maiakovskii’s poetry
of Roman Jakobson, drawing on and developing his seminal interpretation.
The first essay, ‘How Maiakovskii’s Ivan is Made: Measure in
150000000’, shows how an aspect of verse form, in this case measure
(razmer), can be exploited in such a way that the poem becomes in effect
an exercise in measure ‘as such’. 150000000 represents the high point in
Maiakovskii’s poetic practice in this area, in terms of both formal handling
and semantics. Measure here not only participates in the semantics of the
poem through its associative function (semantic aureoles), but also — and
most distinctively — has an iconic function in the formation of the hero
Ivan.
While this essay concentrates on verse form in the composition of one
work, the second, longer essay, ‘Maiakovskii’s Hexameter’, has a different
focus and larger perspective. It has what at first sight may seem a surprising
subject: the hexameter, a classical form, in the poetry of the iconoclastic
Futurist and metrical innovator Maiakovskii. Although in quantative terms
the hexameter plays only a very minor role in Maiakovskii’s verse, it
nevertheless stands out for its use in his major works from Vladimir
Maiakovskii. Tragediia (1913) through to 150000000 (1919-20). The study
of the formal character of Maiakovskii’s hexameter provides a fascinating
insight into his versification and its relation to the Russian tradition. As
with measure in 150000000, there is a combination of fine sophistication
with boldness, freedom and innovation: whether or not Maiakovskii is to
one’s taste, his handling of verse form is remarkable. But the interest of
Maiakovskii’s hexameter lies not just in its formal character. Beyond the
detail of the particular, often very striking instances of its use, its role in the
overall context of Maiakovskii’s work is crucial. It is central to an
understanding of key themes and problematics of his work: constraint and
liberation, largeness, the myth of man, the persona and the collective, the
lyric and the civic, the heroic and the elegiac. A study of Maiakovskii’s
hexameter takes one to the heart of his poetic world and its architectonics,
allowing one to see his work as a whole and to trace the trajectory of its
development. Once again, but in a very different perspective to that of the
first essay, the fundamental role of verse form in Maiakovskii’s poetics is
illuminated.
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How Maiakovskii’s Ivan is Made:
Measure in 150000000

.

How Maiakovskii’s Ivan is Made:
Measure in 150000000
Just as Pro eto is announced in the first issue of Lef as an ‘exercise in
polyphonic rhythm’ (XII, 449),1 so 150000000 could be called an exercise
in measure (razmer). Or, to use the programmatic Futurist terminology, it
could be called an exercise in measure ‘as such’ (‘kak takovoV), in measure
as ‘self-sufficient’, ‘self-valuing’ (‘samovityV, ‘samotsennyV). This is
measure in a primary, literal sense as the quantitative measure (length) of
verse lines, whereas the usual sense of measures as the species of metrical
genera, e.g. iambic pentameter, becomes secondary.
The definition of 150000000 as a poem of measure, both metrically
and more generally, is of course suggested in the title itself. Moreover, the
reinterpretation of the title in the very first line:
022122If

150 000 000

MacTepa

stoh

nosMbi

hmh. (II, 115)2

allows for measure to be seen as the constructive, generative principle of
the work,3 which accords with Maiakovskii’s account of the generation of
verse in the article ‘Kak delat' stikhi’. In other words in 150000000 it is
measure which is the dominant in the famous ‘rhythmical hum’ (‘gw/’) that
for Maiakovskii lies at the base of any poem (see XII, 100).4
The interest of a metrical analysis of 150000000 was noted long ago (in
the 1930s) by Vladimir Trenin, who briefly identified certain leitmotifs in
the poem’s metrical composition, highlighting in particular thepiatislozhnik.
Trenin also placed the poem in the context of Maiakovskii’s ROSTA and
other work of the period, in particular through the use of popular models,
from popular songs to the raeshnik.5 Here, after outlining the main features
of the metrical composition, I will focus principally on the first two chapters.
It is in these two chapters that the hero of the poem, Ivan, is put together or
made, and they represent the high point in Maiakovskii’s poetic practice in
the area of measure, in terms of both formal handling and semantic functions.
The study of Maiakovskii’s verse invites consideration of the semantic
functions of verse form, not just compositional (highlighting, linking etc.)
and associative functions (semantic aureoles), but also in respect of an iconic
function. In the case of Maiakovskii the possibility of such a function is
well grounded. Firstly, there is the orientation in Futurist poetics towards
an iconic interpretation of the sign.6 Secondly, Maiakovskii himself implies
such a function, both in his theoretical pronouncements, as in ‘Kak delat'
stikhi’, and in his poetry, as, for example, in the opening stanza of
150000000: ‘nyjifl — phtm. / PHfpMa — oroHb H3 3£aHMfl b 3,naHHe’,
initially ‘nyjifl — pa3Mep’ (II, 115, 457). And thirdly, it is possible to
trace in his verse, in broad or narrow context, distinctive associations
between elements of verse form and content which can be explained not
just through historically determined associations of semantic aureoles but
also, and maybe primarily, through the structure of the verse.7 For example,
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in 150000000, and elsewhere too, it is possible to note an association of long
lines (long/large measure) with the motif of large numbers, above all with
the motif of ‘millions’, which in context can readily be interpreted as having
an iconic aspect according to the principle of similarity of features. At the
same time, however, the standard caution that this does not mean that long
measures must always have one and the same function, maybe even within
the same work, still applies.

1.

Metrical Composition

The poem has three main metrical themes: i) long line verse, some of it
based more or less closely on the hexameter but with other metrical variations
too; ii) accentual verse, with Maiakovskii’s standard four-stress form in the
leading role; and iii) alternating four-ictus and three-ictus anapaestic dol'nik
(which incorporates the well-known motif of the piatislozhnik). In the first
two chapters there is also a number of other metrical forms, most notably
two-ictus measures. The metrical composition of the seven chapters and the
poem as a whole, in percentages of the relevant total, is given in Table 1.
150000000 presents certain problems of metrical classification, which
to a large extent, however, relate to the poem’s key motif of extending beyond
Table 1: Metrical Composition of 150000000

I

II

III

Chapters
IV
V

20.0

16.2

11.1

31.5

An7*

—

4.6

—

—

—

—

—

0.7

6

DkAm73*

—

—

7.8

—

—

—

—

1.4

12

66.7

54.6

46.4

68.5

68.3

90.3

95.6

68.5

595

Dk43An

—

—

42.5

-

28.9

7.5

—

21.3

165

An3

8.8

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.9

8

Am4

4.4

—

—

—

—

—

—

0.5

4

Dk2

—

6.2

—

_

—

—

—

0.9

8

D2

—

13.8

—

—

—

—

—

2.1

18

Am2

—

1.5

—

—

—

—

—

0.2

2

Udarnik**

—

7.7

—

_

—

—

—

1.2

10

Unrhymed

+

+

+

+

—

—

90

130

153

54

186

68

Long line verse

Accentual verse

Lines

VI

VII

Total

2.8

2.2

4.4

9.7

84

180

Lines

869

* The anapaestic heptameter and alternating seven- and three-ictus amphibrachic
dol'nik are listed separately but are counted as a subset of long line verse.
** The udarnik metre of the drum song has lines of two to four stresses/ictuses.
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limits. The most problematic issue of classification concerns the long lines.
Long line verse is a distinct theme, even the definitive theme of the poem,
which serves as the leitmotif of the hero, Ivan. It needs to be classified
separately, and yet cannot overall be classified more specifically nor, at the
margins, be demarcated unambiguously. Although the starting point for the
long lines is the hexameter, from the very beginning the hexameter’s scheme
is extended and expanded. Maiakovskii’s use of this form before 150000000
is also best characterized as a long line form based more or less closely on
the hexameter.8 But here the developing tendency is for the hexameter to be
left far behind. It is therefore impossible to classify this verse overall as
hexameter, even if in context the derivation from that form may still be more
or less apparent. On the other hand, for the purposes of this study, it does not
in general make good sense to classify some lines as hexameter, and others
as not, because there may be no clear dividing line.9 There are in fact two
passages of long line verse which do observe, at least very nearly, a fixed
scheme, though not that of the hexameter (these forms — anapaestic
heptameter and alternating seven- and three-ictus amphibrachic dol 'nik —
are listed as a subset of long line verse in Table 1). But although there are
distinct passages of long line verse, it is a feature of this verse here and
elsewhere that long lines may appear in ones or twos amongst other, shorter
lines. Even given the marked theme of long lines in the poem, there may be
a problem over whether occasional long lines should be classified as such, or
else might be classified within accentual verse. Equally, in a strong long line
context, it may be appropriate to include five-stress lines too, although in
general long lines (after the hexameter) are best considered to start at six
stresses. However, in certain circumstances the inclusion of yet shorter lines
than this may also be appropriate: this is because Maiakovskii plays on
division into hemistichs and may include such lines as independent lines
within a long line passage, in which case it would seem to make sense to
include these lines in the overall classification of long line verse. In one
case, the combination of long and shorter lines forms a distinct passage of
alternating seven-ictus and three-ictus amphibrachic dol 'nik.
In the case of the accentual verse, which serves as the main narrative
measure, there is a general tendency towards four-stress verse, which is
standard for Maiakovskii. Of the 595 lines classified under accentual verse,
67.9% have four stresses and a further 19.2% have three stresses.10 In many
places the tendency towards four-stress verse can become even more marked,
with a run of stanzas where four-stress lines account for 75% to 100% of the
total. On occasion, regularity in terms of line length organization may be
accompanied by the rhythmical regularity of lines that conform to dol'nik
metre. In general in this poem such passages are best seen as rhythmically
regular, rather than as a shift into the four-ictus dol'nik metre. However, in
the first two chapters, in the context of polymetric composition and also
given the demarcation of some stanzas as ‘songs’, the issue can become
more difficult to decide. There is no problem about classifying two such
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songs: two quatrains of anapaestic trimeter (with one monosyllabic interval)
and a quatrain of ampibrachic tetrameter. But in Chapter 2 a quatrain with
the rhythmical pattern of 0222/0212/0222/0212, which is not explicitly
demarcated, has not been separately classified, although such an interpretation
is possible. An interesting case of a slightly different kind concerns the
maintenance of a trochaic rhythm for seven lines immediately following the
famous drum song towards the end of Chapter 2 (the last line of the second
stanza has an iambic rhythm). These two stanzas could be interpreted as free
trochee, a form which Maiakovskii first uses in a developed way in 1920 in
‘Tretii intematsional’, but there is no compositional break between these
stanzas and the accentual verse that follows and the rhythmical transition is
made very smoothly. A final input into the accentual verse may be the
influence of the raeshnik, with its rhyming couplets that can use short lines
or lines of different length, such as shorter lines with four-stress (or longer)
ones. However, the influence of this form, which in context can be assimilated
quite readily into accentual verse, is less explicit than in Misteriia-buff and
the verse for the ROSTA windows.
The third main metrical theme is the alternating four-ictus and threeictus anapaestic dol'nik. This form does not appear until Chapter 3 and is
specifically linked to America and the American President Woodrow Wilson,
becoming his leitmotif. Maiakovskii uses the same form elsewhere at this
time: for example, in ROSTA verses based on popular models such as
‘Oktia’or'skie itogi v romansakh’ or ‘Larchik prosto ne otkryvaetsia’ (1919),11
and in his popular comic satirical ‘Skazka o dezertire...’ (1920-23). As the
opening of Chapter 4 makes clear, by referring to the preceding chapter as
‘laughing’, the same associations are being drawn on here. However, the use
of the form is more complex than in ‘Skazka o dezertire...’. Through the
extensive, but not constant, use of hemistichs in the four-ictus odd lines (also
a feature of this form elsewhere), Maiakovskii incorporates into the anapaestic
dol'nik the leitmotif highlighted by Trenin, and also by critics at the time,
namely the so-called piatislozhnik first developed by KoTtsov on the basis
of the 5 + 5 folk metre.12 In this way he incorporates — or insinuates — a
Russian folk motif into Wilson’s measure: to use the imagery of the poem, as
a wooden horse into Troy. Just as with the hexameter, Maiakovskii’s use of
the piatislozhnik is based on the scheme rather than strictly adhering to it,
and it is rhymed.13 In the context of the anapaestic dol 'nik the hemistichs can
turn into anapaestic dimeters, as in the second hemistich below:
011m

PyccKHX

ropo# TOT
Be3eT napoxozi.
B

22m
212m
21m

He

011m

b 6apax eji h riHJi,

2012m

nonHBajT b 6apax c HHKaMH a>khh. (II, 130)

He ajin Hac /ibopuob 3Ta>KH.
0£HH TaM 6bIJI,
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Overall it is difficult if not impossible to demarcate the piatislozhnik
unambiguously as a discrete form within the alternating four-ictus and threeictus anapaestic dol'nik. An unrhymed segment in Chapter 3 may be
interpreted as piatislozhnik: ‘Mto 3a yjinua? // 4to Ha Hew ctoht?’ (II,
131), and a line in Chapter 5, as we shall see later, may also be interpreted as
such, but in Table 1 the piatislozhnik is not listed separately.
Finally, in addition to the unrhymed segment just mentioned, there are
further lines which stand outside the stanza fabric of the verse. In the first
two chapters these principally carry the refrains
(and extensions
thereof) and the cheery To-ro’; they will be considered later on.
A brief consideration of the dynamics of the metrical composition through
the poem highlights certain key features. Firstly, the opening two chapters
are marked out in a number of ways: by polymetric diversity, by the
prominence of long lines, and by the absence of the alternating four-ictus
and three-ictus anapaestic dol'nik. After these two chapters the poem’s
composition simplifies. The third main theme, the American, Woodrow
Wilson theme, is introduced, but at the same time polymetric diversity recedes.
While the third chapter is marked by the prominence of the Wilson theme,
the fourth, shortest chapter is marked by the prominence of long lines which
lead to the appearance of Ivan in America. Thereafter, the process of
simplification develops further: first with the relegation of long lines to a
minor position, then with the relegation and eventual disappearance of the
Wilson motif.

2.

How Ivan is Made

It is in the opening two chapters that the hero Ivan is made. Ivan can be
defined very simply: he is a collective, composite hero of very large size (in
Russian also razmer). In the words of the poem: ‘Pocchh bch, e/mHbifi
MBaH’ (II, 127). These words, towards the end of Chapter 2, are the first
mention of Ivan. He does not spring forth fully formed, but is put together
over the first two chapters out of all the parts — people, animals, things etc.
— that join to make up the revolutionary force represented by the poem’s
title. He is made up of everyone and everything, from the smallest to the
largest. As such a collective, composite hero of very large size, Ivan can be
directly related in context to the level of measure according to the principle
of external or structural similarity, while the process of his formation is
paralleled in the poem’s composition over the first two chapters.
The opening stanza, which uses the hexameter as its point of departure,
sets up the whole poem:
022122If
010212d

150 000 000 MacTepa
nyjifl — phtm.

stoh nosMbi hma.

PH(j)Ma -OrOHb H3 3/jaHHfl b 3/jaHHe.
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022312f
32122-

150 000 000

roBop^T rybaMH mohmh.

PoTauHOHKOH maroB
b 6yjibi>KHOM

-222d

Bep>Ke

njioma^en

HaneMaTaHO 3to H3£aHHe.

(II, 115)

As we shall see, both of Ivan’s defining features, his size and his composite,
collective nature, are embodied in the stanza’s composition, but no less
important for an understanding of the poem are the associations of the
measure, in particular within Maiakovskii’s own verse. Roman Jakobson
recalled that while Maiakovskii was working on 150000000 in 1919 he
asked what the rhythm of this opening was called, and he — Jakobson —
defined it for the poet as the hexameter,14 though it is more than likely that
Maiakovskii was playing at being ignorant of such things, a pose which he
readily affected. In fact, this is far from the first use of a verse form based
on the hexameter. It is used, in a variety of functions, in major earlier works
too: Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia, Oblako v shtanakh, Voina i mir and
Chelovek, i.e. in all the major pre-revolutionary works apart from Fleitapozvonochnik. It is also used to set the tone in the opening of the first
version of Misteriia-buff (1918), although thereafter it does not play any
significant part in the play and does not figure in the second version of
1920-21. In the years around the Revolution Maiakovskii associates
hexameter verse with the theme of man’s heroic potential on earth.15 Of
particular relevance to 150000000 are the brief occurrence of the hexameter
in the hymn to the new, collective man in the final part of Voina i mir, and
especially the hymn to man in the person of the lyric hero himself in the
first part of Chelovek. In Chelovek, however, the hexameter theme of man’s
heroic potential is ultimately subverted into an ironic elegiac key, as the
tragic experience of life through love leads only to eternal suffering. The
return to the hexameter in 150000000 therefore establishes an immediate
and direct link to these earlier works, as Maiakovskii once again seeks to
elaborate a myth of man, this time on a collective base, as adumbrated in
Voina i mir. According to Jakobson, when Maiakovskii was working on
ChelovekhQ said that he wanted to present ‘simply man, man in general,
but not Andreevan abstractions — the real Ivan, who moves his hands,
eats cabbage soup...’. If these words link Maiakovskii’s lyric persona in
Chelovek to the collective hero Ivan of 150000000, then, equally, in
150000000 Ivan acquires some familiar features of the poet’s lyric ‘I’.16
This is much clearer in earlier variants, especially at the point in Chapter
2 when the new divine man is called forth in a stanza based on the
hexameter:
0212132m

HoBoe hmh
BbipBHCb

JieTH
B npOCTpaHCTBO MHpOBOrO >KHJlbH
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32212f

Tbic5mejieTHee
HH3KOe He6o

erHHb
011000m

CHHe3a^O

3to

n,
51
51
51

124f

3eMJiH B/joxHOBeHHbiH acceHH3aTop

(11,460)

Similarly, the original definition of Ivan was phrased first as ‘M bot Mbi Bee
e^HHbiH MBaH’ and then as ‘M bot 5i Becb e/tHHbin MBaH’ (II, 457). While
Maiakovskii’s professed intentions in Chelovek and the earlier variants of
150000000 provide further evidence for linking the two poems, there is a
tension or ambiguity as well: Maiakovskii’s lyric persona in Chelovek cannot
be reduced to a simple Ivan, and the removal of such an explicit first person
presence from 150000000 is also telling. But leaving these variants aside,
the hexameter opening of the poem already carries the implicit links — and
tensions — between 150000000 and Maiakovskii’s earlier work and locates
the poem at the very heart of his poetic project, the myth of man. It is notable
too that the last occurrence of the hexameter theme, in the couplet that
introduces the solemn requiem which provides the poem’s finale, echoes but
also reverses the tone of the final, ironically elegiac stanza of Chelovek.
In addition, Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter in his hymns to man relates
to his view, expressed in ‘Kak delaf stikhi’, that ‘long measures’ are appropriate
for a ‘heroic’ or ‘grand’ tone (XII, 102). Such associations are of course entirely
appropriate here, and the series of songs that builds up in the first two chapters
has the hexameter hymn at its head. But it is striking also that the original,
classical and epic, associations of the hexameter (relevant too, but in a different
key, to Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia) are unexpectedly reactivated, although
with delay. The motif of Troy arises in the fifth chapter, but these associations
only come fully and retrospectively to the fore in the poem’s finale, when the
poem is declared to be both Iliad and Odyssey (II, 164).
The hexameter is literally the poem’s point of departure, out of which
come lines of varying length, with an increasing variety of rhythm (intervals)
and anacrusis (and here as elsewhere Maiakovskii rhymes the hexameter).
These variations develop in such a way that the verse increasingly goes beyond
the limits of the measure, leaving the hexameter far behind. What is said
about the epic history of Troy at the beginning of Chapter 5 — ‘hctoph51
Tpon/^o Hey3HaBaeMOCTH pa3#yTa5i’ (II, 142) — could apply equally
well to the hexameter measure. This motif of going beyond the limits, of
reaching out into unknown dimensions, is a key motif of the poem that relates
to one of Maiakovskii’s most fundamental preoccupations, highlighted by
Jakobson: the desire to escape confinement and overcome set limits.17
The very first line of the poem not only establishes the association of
long lines and size through the motif of millions, but also realizes the motif
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of going beyond limits by extending beyond the six-ictus limit of the
hexameter after the word ‘nosMbi’:
0221221 f

150 000 000 MacTepa

stoh noaMbi hma.

(II, 115)

Up to ‘nosMbi’ the line forms a classical hexameter, even with a feminine
clausula, and according to Jakobson Maiakovskii paused in his reading at
this point in the line before continuing beyond the hexameter’s limit.18
As well as being very large and potentially beyond measure, the second
distinctive feature of Ivan is that he is a collective, composite hero. This feature
is of course also present in the structure of the hexameter, which is made up of
two hemistichs. In his earlier use of the hexameter Maiakovskii had already
developed a number of variations in his composition of verse based on the measure
(there is already a double hexameter in Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia), but
here the principle of composite construction is developed to its maximum and
becomes the main constructive principle of the first two chapters. Inasmuch as
we are dealing with essentially the same features on both the semantic and formal
levels, the iconic and compositional levels effectively coincide.
Yet again this motif is made explicit and developed in the composition of
the very first stanza. After the extension beyond the hexameter’s limit in the
first line, the most remarkable feature of this stanza is the fourth line:
32122-

PoTauHOHKOH uiaroB

b dyjibDKHOM Bep>Ke ruioma^efi

-222d

HanenaTaHO sto H3^aHHe.

(II, 115)

From the point of view of stanzaic organization, fixed by the rhyme, this line
ends on ‘H3£aHHe’. In this way Maiakovskii produces a hexameter and a half, a
hexameter ‘plus’ (to borrow a notion from Chapter 2), since ‘PoTauHOHKOH
rnaroB / b 6yjibi>KHOM Bep>Ke n/ioma/jeH’ is already a full example of the
hexameter (with initial stress omission), and so the continuation ‘HaneqaTaHO
sto H3£aHne’ can be interpreted in a number of ways: it can be a repeat second
hemistich, and/or an independent, self-sufficient hemistich, and/or a continuation
of the measure beyond its expected limits. Thus the motif of going beyond limits
is reinforced, only here it is taken further than in the first line. But in addition
Maiakovskii achieves further effects. Firstly, he establishes the means for
constructing a more complex whole than that represented by the ordinary
hexameter. Secondly, since ‘PoTauHOHKOH maroB / b 6yjibi>KHOM Bep>Ke
ruioma/jeH’ is still perceived as a complete line of verse, he introduces the motif
of the independence of the constituent parts and the possibility, by implication,
of giving independence to what is normally incomplete on its own, the hemistich
(this effect is marked by the graphical lay-out of the step-ladder here, with the
final hemistich left-aligned, while in the original edition the column lay-out was
still being used). And thirdly, he also creates the possibility of moving from long
lines to shorter ones.
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All these motifs are developed further in the second stanza and at the
start of the third:
121222021 f

Kto cnpocHT ;iyHy?

Kto cojiHLje k OTBeTy npHTHHeT —
qero
HOHH H £HH MHHHTe!?19

02122d
012123f

Kto Ha30BeT 3eMJiH reHHajibHoro aBTopa?
TaK
H 3TOH

Moefi
nosMbi
HHKTO He COHHHHTeJIb.

222122f

M

oziHa

y

Hee

—

CHHTb b HacTafomee 3aBTpa.

22212212f

B

3tom caMOM

ro/iy,

B 3TOT /jeHb H Mac,

no# 3eM^eH,
Ha 3eMJie,

no

Hedy
h Bbiiue —

13222f

TaKHe n05IBHJIHCb
njiaKaTbi,

neTyuKH,
atpHiiiH...

(II, 115-16)

The first line already expands the possibilities from the opening stanza so
that it becomes hard to relate the line to the hexameter. The second line is a
shorter, five-stress (five-ictus) line, and although the third and fourth lines
both have a six-stress (six-ictus) form, the third line splits into unequal parts
and has a final interval of three syllables, while the fourth line has a twosyllable anacrusis. The graphical lay-out also plays its part, as the first line
of the third stanza, a couplet, illustrates. This line cannot easily be divided
into hemistichs, although the first step could form a hexameter hemistich,
but rather the six steps stand parallel not only syntactically but also metrically,
and in this way the constituent parts from hemistich to metrical word acquire
equal prominence. The graphical reading is then reinforced when this couplet
is followed by the insertion of a graphical form, a poster (which can be read
as a quatrain and a couplet) calling everyone to a meeting, to come out and
march.20
Between the opening and the finale of the first chapter, as the poem
recounts the gathering and march of all and sundry, from animals to vehicles
to roads, the main narrative measure is Maiakovskii’s standard, predominantly
four-stress accentual verse. Alongside and in part incorporated into this verse,
there are three long lines, for example:
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02222313m

Mejioub, HanpaBo!

/}opory ^oporaM!
/lopora 3a ^oporon BbicTponjincb

b

pna.
(II, H8)

The 2 + 2 + 4 structure can create a link to the surrounding four-stress verse,
but at the same time the line clearly stands out as continuing the long line
theme (note the lexical multiplication too). There is also a passage of two
stanzas of anapaestic trimeter (11. 121-29) and a stanza of amphibrachic
tetrameter, both presented in quotation marks as marching speeches or songs.
Finally, there is a number of brief segments which stand outside the stanza
fabric, or which, in context, might be interpreted as extending the verse beyond
the stanza fabric. The first of these follows the poster and reads as follows:
lx
3x
lx
3x
lx

M/teM!

To, ro,
ro, ro, ro, ro,
ro, ro! (II, 11

These lines express the marching refrain and cheery guttural chant, and in
the doubling of‘M/ieMH^eM’ (repeated in 11. 86,173) the motifs of composite
whole and extension or multiplication are realized on the lexical level; it is
also worth noting the 2 + 4 + 2 structure of To, ro, / ro, ro, ro, ro, / ro,
ro!’.21 Subsequently the marching refrain undergoes variations of the same
devices on the phonetic level: in ‘Mae-e-e-e-e-M* (1. 60) and ‘M^e-e-e-e-M’
(11. 130, 172) the stressed vowel is either extended or multiplied (if drawn
out phonetically, the visual effect of multiplication still remains). Line 132
does the same with just the vowel h: ‘M-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h’,
while in line 141 both lexical and phonetic devices are operated on ‘cKopee’:
‘CKope-e-e-e-e-e-e-e! / CKopeHCKopen!’. This line, however, is not
outside the stanza fabric but the first line of a couplet. In the light of a clear
mathematical motif at work in Chapter 2 (and already intimated in the 2 + 4
structures noted) it is curious that the multiplication of the vowels almost
correctly fits a scheme of powers of 2: the first ‘M,qe-e-e-e-e-M’ has five
vowels (a mistake?), but the two others have four, while ‘CKope-e-e-e-ee-e-e!’ has eight, and ‘M-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h-h’ has sixteen
(in the original version the second ‘M/ie-e-e-e-e-M’ also has five vowels).22
The finale of the first chapter returns to a more extended development of
the long line theme, taking the main motifs even further than before:
12222-

M Bee 3th
cto rmTb,qec5rr mhjuihohob jnozieH,

-2133212f

6hjiJiHOHbi pbibHH,
TpHJUlHOHbl HaceKOMbIX,
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02223If

3BepeH,
ZJOMaiUHHX >KHBOTHbIX,
cothh ryOepHHH,
CO BCeM, MTO nOCTpOHJIOCb,
CTOHT,
>KMBeT B HHX,

01132211412d

Bee, mto MO>xeT ^BHraTbcn,
H Bee, MTO He £BH>KeTC5I,

Bee, mto ejie ^BHrajiocb,
npecMbiKan,

noji3aH,
njiaBan —
022d

JiaBOK) Bee sto,
jiaBOio!
(II, 120)

In the first line the motif of millions is multiplied to billions and then trillions
and although the step-ladder lay-out presents this as two lines, in fact it forms
a single, double line of no less than twelve stresses that divides 5 + 7 (and the
third line has eleven stresses). While this first line is a double measure, ‘ JiaBOK)
Bee 3to, / JiaBOio! ’, rather than being a hemistich, has become an independent
unit, a metrical line in its own right. At the same time the number and variety
of the constituent parts reaches an extreme.
The next quatrain continues with an initial long, nine-stress line that
divides 5 + 4, but then shifts into accentual (four- and three-stress) verse,
again creating a link between the long lines and the predominantly fourstress accentual verse. Then in the final couplet of the chapter the refrains
reach a culmination when both the ‘ro-ro’ chant and ‘M^eMH^eM’ are
incorporated into the stanzaic verse, thereby both rounding the chapter off
and adumbrating the shift of compositional emphasis towards the motif of
including everything in a single composite whole:

131m

3123m

To, ro
ro, ro, ro, ro,
ro, ro!
HzieMH/ieM!
CKB03b bejiyio rBap^Hio CHeroB!

(II, 120)

In the second chapter the interpretation of separate measures as constituent
parts of a single composite whole is developed as the key compositional
principle. The main body of the chapter, in which this compositional theme
is played out, is a series of songs. Before that an introductory passage
articulates the key themes. The chapter opens with a stanza of accentual
verse that presages the arrival of Ivan at the end (‘Mero nojie3JiH rybepHHH
TyiiiH // H3 BexaMH HaMeMeHHbix rybepHaTopaMH 3oh? // Mto,
cjiyman, Hebec 3hhiot yiun? // Koro o3HpaeT ropH30HT?’ (II, 121)),
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then moves into two stanzas that combine six-stress and longer lines with
shorter ones:
212312f

OTToro

cero^HH
Ha nac ycTpeMJienbi
r;ia3a Bcero cBeTa

113023m

h yuiH Bcex Hanpii^ceHbi,

Harne Maiienmee jioba,
21 f
212m
032152m

HTOObl BH^eTb 3TO,
mo6bI CJiyiliaTb 3TH CJlOBa:

3TOpeBOJiiouHH BOJin,
OpomeHHa^i 3a nocjie^HHH npe/jeji,

01221

-

3TOMHTHHT,
B MaXHHbl MaillHHHbIX TeJI,

-1211 f
01113113m

BMeiliaBIlIHH JIK),qeH H 3BepbH TyillH,
3TO-

pyKH,
Jianbi,
KJieilJHH,

pbmarn,
Ty/ta,
r,ne B03/iyx nope^eji,

125f

BOH3eHHbie B KJI5ITBeHHOM e^HHO/iyiiJbe.

(II, 121)

The key motifs of extension beyond limits, hyperbolized to the ‘final limit’,
the combination of the smallest and the extreme, and the combination of all
and everything in a single composite whole are all articulated here. On the
formal level, the means of combination of long, four-stress, and shorter lines
is repeated from the end of the first chapter. Of particular interest is the long
second line of the second stanza, which splits into five-stress and four-stress
segments that, through the possible alignment of ‘Teji’ with the rhyme
‘npe£eji’-‘nope£ejT, gives the segments potential dual status as both
independent units and parts of a long line.
After an introductory couplet of four-stress verse the song sequence now
begins; it occupies nearly the whole of the chapter and culminates in the naming
of Ivan and the famous drum song. As Trenin noted, the anapaestic motif from
the marching song of the roads in Chapter 1 is picked up and expanded in the
six lines of anapaestic heptameter with which the songs begin:23
2222322d

Mbi npHinjiH CKB03b CTOJiHUbi,
CKB<33b TyH/ipbl npopBaJIHCb,
npomarajiH CKB03b rp5i3H h jiy>KHmH.
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Mbl npHlUJlH MHJIJIHOHbl,
MHJIJIHOHbl Tpy/J^IUHXC^I,
MHJIJIHOHbl padOTaiOmHX H CJiy)KamHX.

2222323f

Mbl npHlUJlH H3 KBapTHp,
Mbi cde^ajiH co CKJia^oB,

H3 nacca^efi, no^apoM o3apeHHbix.

2232234f

Mbl npHlUJlH MHJIJIHOHbl,
MHJIJIHOHbl

Beiyen,

H3ypO£OBaHHbIXf

CJIOMaHHbIX,
pa3opeHHbix.

21222lid

Mbi

223222If

Jieca CnOJI3JlHCb,
ot nojien, roziaMH rjio/iaHHbix.
Mbi npHimiH,

cnycTHJiHCb c

rop,

Mbl H3

MHJIJIHOHbl,

MHJIJIHOHbl CKOTOB,
OJHHHaBUIHX,
Tynbix,

rojioziHbix.

(II, 122)

In terms of measure, this passage stands out for the maintenance of a full
seven-stress (seven-ictus) form, arranged as 2 + 2 + 3, over six lines, the
most extended such period in the poem. In addition, the motif of length extends
to the intervals, for although the passage can be classified for the sake of
convenience as anapaestic heptameter, there is a developing rhythm over the
first four lines of longer intervals towards the end of the line, with four threesyllable and three four-syllable intervals in the second halves of these lines.24
In accordance with the emphasis on length/size, the motif of millions stands
out, multiplied not mathematically into billions and trillions but through its
repetition, seven times in all, and three times in the second line.
There now follows a whole series of measures, including discrete ones
which in their combination give further rise to the perception of a
mathematical, numerical basis to the composition. This feature can be related
to the general Futurist interest in numbers and the mathematical, which is
most prominent, of course, in Khlebnikov; but it is notable that in Maiakovskii
it is here realized precisely on the metrical level. The transition from long
lines is made in a stanza that begins as a continuation of the anapaestic
momentum and reaches a line of a single word in the third line:
22235f

Mbi

npHimiH,
MHJIJIHOHbl,

6e36o>KHHKOB)
5I3bIHHHKOB

h aTencTOB —
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10021(l)d

GHflCb
ji6om,

p^aBbiM >Kejie30M,

nojieM —
Bee
Od
022d

HCTOBO

rocno^y 6ory noMOJWMCfl.

(II, 122-23)

The transition is brilliantly achieved through the shortening of the steps
(already under way in the last line of the anapaestic heptameter), the
reduction of the first line to five stresses, and then the striking zero intervals
at the start of the second line. The motif of extension beyond limits is very
interestingly developed in the rhyme here. The short third line both creates
a stanza that embodies the compositional principle of free combination of
small and large and yet, remarkably, manages to introduce a new variation
on the motif of extension through the unusual heterosyllabic rhyme
‘aTencTOB’—‘hctobo’, where the extra syllable is not in penultimate
position (as in the typical Maiakovskian rhyme ‘rjio/iaHHbix’-‘rojiO£Hbix’
in the preceding anapaestic passage) but is added on. The other rhyme is a
compound rhyme, ‘nojieM — / Bce’-‘noMOJiHMcn’ or even ‘>Kejie30M,
/ nojieM — / Bce’-‘noMOJiHMcn’; Maiakovskii had long used compound
rhymes which involved not just unstressed or weakly stressed words but
also fully stressed ones, but the striking feature here is that the composition
of the rhyme goes over a strong syntactic break, marked by the dash, and
also a graphical break.
The development over the next eight stanzas is based on four-stress
(four-ictus) verse, short, two-ictus verse, and the mixture or combination
of the two, which could be characterized as based on the functions of
multiplication or addition (2 x 2 = 4, or 2 + 2 = 4; compare the 5 + 5
structure of the piatislozhnik), as well as free variation. The first stanza,
which asserts man as the new god, has such a regular rhythm (dactylic in
the odd lines and matching dactylic dol'nik in the even lines) in a fourstress form that it must be perceived as a quatrain with an aabb rhyme
scheme, rather than as two couplets, thereby extending the theme of
combination within unity to the stanzaic level. The theme of the collective
participation in man as god is developed in a stanza of two-ictus dol'nik,
then a quatrain of accentual verse with a 4124 stress profile, then another
quatrain of two-ictus dol 'nik, then another quatrain of accentual verse with
a 5444 stress profile (maintaining the presence of lines longer than four
stresses). The tone intensifies in a return to two-ictus verse, now dactylic
dimeter (‘^ajK^a, non! ...’). The motif of combination by mathematical
function (multiplication or addition) is explicitly realized when the dactylic
dimeter carries on into the first half of a third quatrain before doubling into
four-stress verse:
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CaMoe sto!
C ,qoHbiiiiKa ziym!
>KapoM,
^OKeHbeM,
>Kejie30M,
CBeTOM,

0000m

>Kapb,
)KTH,

pe>Kb,

pyiub!

(II, 124)

The following stanza shifts to a freer variation with a stress scheme of 5633,
but with a continuation from the preceding verse through a two-stress segment
at the start of each line:
01333f

Harnn Horn —
noe3^0B MOJiHHeHOCHbie

011151m

npoxo/jbi.

HauiH pyKH —
nbuib c^yBaioinHe Beepa noji^H.

014f
014m

Harnn ruiaBHHKH — napoxo^bi.
Harnn KpbiJib5i — asporiJiaH. (11,124)

While each line has a two-stress initial segment (counting the stress on
‘Haiim’), there is also variety in the way the lines divide. Apart from the twostress segments, there are two one-stress segments, a three-stress and a fourstress one, and as a whole these form one six-stress, one five-stress, and two
three-stress lines; the next stanza, which reverts to four-stress verse, contains
a parallel motif of testing out a full range: ‘Bcero MHpo3£aHb5i npoBepnn
peecTp’ (II, 124). This and the following stanzas (eight quatrains and a final
couplet) play through the variations again, but with the centre of gravity
shifting towards greater length: there are ten lines of two-ictus verse, a
tendency towards five-stress lines alongside four-stress ones, and also two
quatrains that open with a couplet of long lines (three six-stress lines and one
seven-stress one). Almost at the end of the passage the distinctive
mathematical device of doubling from two-ictus to four-ictus verse is repeated:
12d
002m
1222f

Kax HaMH HariHcaHO,—
MHp byzieT TaxoB
h b cpe^y,
h b npoiimoM,
H HbIHe,
H npHCHO,

1231m

h 3aBTpa,
h ziajibiue
bo BexH BexoB!

(II, 126)
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Given the context of two-ictus verse based on dol 'nik/temary metre, the first
two lines are readily interpreted as amphibrachic dimeter (with a hypermetrical
stress at the start of the second line), especially as the third line is also
amphibrachic in rhythm.
In the culminating stanza that precedes the naming of the hero the key
compositional features that go to make up Ivan as a large and collective/
composite hero are all present, as are the accompanying motifs of millions,
extension (‘plus’) and multiplication:
0120m
-201 If
1322023f

3ajinoM tjiotok rpeMHM thmh!
Mhjijihoh runoc!
Ymhcokhm Ha cto!
Flo yjiHuaM!
Ha KpbimH!
3a coJiHua!
B MHpbl —
CJIOB 3BOHKOHOrne THMHaCTbl!

(II, 126)

Here the principle of combination (and ‘plus’) extends to the rhyme in a type
that Shtokmar named ‘summative’:25 ‘thmh’ plus ‘Ha cto’ = ‘rHMHacTbi’;
and in this way it also extends to the higher level of the stanza, since two
independent four-stress lines are combined into one long line (the device of
‘summative’ rhyme is repeated in the introductory couplet to the poem’s
requiem finale). With this culminating stanza Ivan can be said to have been
definitively formed, the compositional themes have been fully realized on
the level of measure. He can now be named and given a final, summary
definition: ‘Pocchh / bch / e/iHHbin MBaH’ (II, 127).
Following this definition the compositional focus shifts to other levels.
First the marching refrain reaches its culmination, with the principle of
addition/multiplication extending from the lexical to the semantic levels as
the speed increases exponentially to that of lightning:
lx
3x
22x
21x
022x

H/ieM!
H/teMH/ieM!
He H/ieM, a jicthm!
He jieTHM, a MOJiHbHMcn,
£yuiH 3ecf)HpaMH BbiMbiB! (II, 127)

This then leads via a final-initial rhyme (‘BbiMbiB’—‘mhmo’) into the celebrated
drum song (‘Mhmo / bapoB h baHb. // Ben, bapabaH! / BapabaH,
bapabaHb! ...’ (II, 127)), so eloquently celebrated by Jakobson,26 in which
the centre of attention is the sound and the drum rhythm. The pounding drum
rhythm is generated by a metre, allowing for intervals of zero to two syllables,
that can quite appropriately be named ‘udarnik’; it is used elsewhere by
Maiakovskii in ‘Nash marsh’ and ‘Barabannaia pesnia’, and also in Pro eto?1
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The last twenty lines maintain a largely four-stress verse, though curiously,
as mentioned earlier, a free trochaic rhythm is maintained for the first seven
lines. The chapter ends with the utopian vision of moving, as light, into
boundless dimensions: ‘non^eM H3JiyqaTbC5i b HecMeTHbix npocTopax’
(II, 128).
In conclusion, it is interesting to look at the moment near the end of
Chapter 5 when Ivan is ‘unmade’, when he is split in two by Wilson’s sabre.
At the climactic moment Wilson’s alternating four-ictus and three-ictus
anapaestic dol’nik, subject to a certain reduction and deformation, is
juxtaposed to a couplet of very long lines:
Oil 2d

CMepHJi rjia30M.

CMemoK no ycaM ero.
Oil 2d
2122d

B3bhji njienoM iiiHTbe snojieTOBO:
«MT06bI 51 —

o rocnozm!—
3Toro caMoro?
211 d

MTOObI 51
He cMor
BOT 3TOrO?!»

2211212f

M Ka3ajiocb —
paCTeT MOrHJIbHblH XOJ1M
nOCpe,qH BeTpOB oOBbIBaHHH.

012222222f /l5J)^eT b rpo6,
H OTHbIHe
HHKTO,

HHKor/ia,

HHHero
He yciibiiuHT
o HarneM MBaHe.

0141m

Ca6ii5i B3BH3rHyjia.

Ot njieqa
H BHH3

221m
011011m

Ha neTbipe BepcTbi npope3.
BCTaJl BHJlbCOH

h

>K£eT

—

KpOBb /JOJDKHa 6,

a H3
0121m

paHbi

B^pyr
qejioBeK nojie3.

(II, 150-51)

Whereas at the outset in Chapter 3 Wilson’s measure was almost always
maintained correctly, though with the complication of the incorporation of
thepiatislozhnik in many odd lines, subsequently it can become less regular.
For example, while the first line here could be interpreted as a four-ictus line
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with zero anacrusis, in context one is drawn to perceive it as a three-ictus
line with a hypermetrical stress on the first syllable. In contrast to this
reduction, Ivan’s couplet is marked by extreme length.
When Ivan, the composite and collective hero, is split in two, his
constituent parts come forth, an effect that is likened to the Trojan horse
(‘npHCJiajiH H3 ceBepHOH TpoH...MejiOBeKa-KOH5i’ (II, 151)):
2(1 )d
022 Id

M nouuio >k H£th!
/lioziH,
£OMa,

OpoHeHOcubi,
jioma^H

npope3 npojie3aK)T y3KHfi.

121 f

b

021d

C neHHeM Jie3yT.
B My3biKe. (II, 151)

On the level of measure, out of the composite and long measure that formed
Ivan, there come forth the independent constituent parts, ‘with singing’
(compare the songs of Chapter 2). The first couplet consists of two unequal
lines: interestingly, the first line corresponds in form to a piatislozhnik
hemistich, which may thus be realized as the Trojan horse in Wilson’s measure,
and the second is a four-stress line, the standard Maiakovskian form. The
second couplet consists of two three-stress (three-ictus) lines, a hexameter
(with a monosyllabic anacrusis) split in two. Thus Ivan is not only made in
measure but also unmade in measure.
As a postscript, it is fitting to recall Marina Tsvetaeva’s essay ‘Epos i
lirika sovremennoi Rossii’, which draws quite heavily on 150000000 in its
interpretation of Maiakovskii in comparison with Pasternak. Of particular
relevance are the following words, which echo the passage from 150000000
just discussed but also, for Tsvetaeva, have a far wider relevance for an
understanding of Maiakovskii and the strengths and shortcomings of his
worldview: ‘M3 ko>kh Ma^KOBCKoro Jie3 TOJibKO 6oeu, Jie3 TOJibKO
pa3Mep’.28

NOTES
1

2

3

All references to Maiakovskii’s work are to Vladimir Maiakovskii, Polnoe
sobranie sochinenii v trinadtsati tomakh, Moscow, 1955-61, citing volume and
page number only. Translations from Maiakovskii and other sources are my own.
The rhythm of lines is represented numerically, with the first figure showing the
number of unstressed syllables before the first stress and subsequent figures
showing the number of unstressed syllables between stresses, while the clausula
is given as masculine, feminine, dactylic or unrhymed (x); where an alternative
interpretation is possible, this is given after a slash (/).
The relationship between the title and the opening line recalls Pasternak’s wellknown interpretation of Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia that ‘the title was not
the name [imia] of the work’s creator but the family name [familiia] of its content’
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(Boris Pasternak, Okhrannaia gramota, in his Sochineniia, ed. G.P. Struve and
B.A. Filippov, 4 vols, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1958-61, 2, Proza 1915-1958.
Povesti, rasskazy, avtobiograficheskie proizvedeniia, pp. 203-93
(p. 273)). In this case, Maiakovskii is seeking to assert the reverse shift, and the
poem was published anonymously (not that anyone was fooled).
In ‘Kak delat' stikhi’ Maiakovskii writes that ‘measure comes about as the
rhythmical hum is covered by words’ (XII, 102), but in context this refers more
particularly to the length of the individual line; in a broader sense measure forms
part of the definition of the rhythmical ‘hum’ (see Robin Aizlewood, Verse Form
and Meaning in the Poetry of Vladimir Maiakovskii: Vladimir Maiakovskii.
Tragediia; Oblako v shtanakh; Fleita-pozvonochnik; Chelovek; Liubliu; Pro eto,
London, 1989, pp. 10-12).
V.V. Trenin, ‘K istorii poemy “150 000 000’”, in his V masterskoi stikha
Maiakovskogo, 3rd ed., Moscow, 1991, pp. 193-239 (pp. 207-11); and V
masterskoi stikha Maiakovskogo, ibid., pp. 5-192 (pp. 89-92).
For the definitive articulation of the fundamental premises of Futurist poetics,
see I.P. Smirnov, Khudozhestvennyi smysl i evoliutsiia poeticheskikh sistem,
Moscow, 1977, pp. 103-18.
For a study along these lines of the ‘ single text’ of Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia
and the five major love poems, see Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning.
See the accompanying essay, ‘Maiakovskii’s Hexameter’; see also Aizlewood,
Verse Form and Meaning, pp. 30-32; Richard Burgi, A History of the Russian
Hexameter, Hamden, Connecticut, 1954, pp. 172-74; V.V. Ivanov, ‘Ritm poemy
Maiakovskogo “Chelovek”’, in Poetics. Poetyka. Poetika, 2, ed. Roman Jakobson
et al., Warsaw, 1966, pp. 243-76; concerning derivatives of the Russian hexameter,
though not Maiakovskii’s hexameter verse, see M.L. Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo
geksametra. (O granitsakh semanticheskogo oreola)’, in Res philologica:
Filologicheskie issledovaniia. Pamiati akademika Georgiia Vladimirovicha
Stepanova, ed. D.S. Likhachev et al., Moscow-Leningrad, 1990, pp. 330-42.

9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16

For the purposes of the accompanying essay ‘Maiakovskii’s Hexameter’, the
long lines in the first chapter, where the derivation from the hexameter is clearest,
and the final long lines in the poem which have a special function introducing the
requiem, are taken in order to characterize Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter in
the poem.
On line length in Maiakovskii’s accentual verse, see M.L. Gasparov, Sovremennyi
russkii stikh, Moscow, 1974, pp. 410-14.
See Trenin, ‘K istorii poemy “150 000 000’”, pp. 209-10.
On the piatislozhnik, see James Bailey, ‘Literary Usage of a Russian Folk Song
Meter’, Slavic and East European Journal, 14,4,1970, pp. 436-52; James Bailey,
Three Russian Lyric Folk Song Meters, Columbus, Ohio, 1993, pp. 149-83; A.N.
Bezzubov, ‘Piatislozhnik’, in Issledovaniia po teorii stikha, ed. V.E.
Kholshevnikov et al., Leningrad, 1978, pp. 104-17.
See Trenin, Vmasterskoi stikha Maiakovskogo, pp. 90-92.
This recollection is quoted in Ivanov, ‘Ritm poemy Maiakovskogo “Chelovek”’,
p. 255.
See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, pp. 161-63.
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Maiakovskii’s Hexameter
It would appear that Roman Jakobson was the first to define the presence
of the hexameter in Maiakovskii’s verse. Jakobson recalled that while
Maiakovskii was working on 150000000 in 1919 he asked what the rhythm
of the poem’s opening was called, and he — Jakobson — defined it for the
poet as the hexameter. Jakobson’s recollection is cited in Ivanov’s pioneering
study of the metrical composition of Chelovek, which also features the
hexameter (Jakobson’s input to this study is acknowledged with gratitude).1
Another significant recollection is quoted in Richard Burgi’s study of the
Russian hexameter. Jakobson recorded how Maiakovskii read the first line
of 150000000 with a marked pause before the final word:2
022122If

150 000 000 MacTepa

3toh nosMbi hmh.

(II, 115)3

Although Jakobson did not himself develop these recollections, they serve
as an excellent and protean starting point for a study of Maiakovskii’s
hexameter. As Ivanov points out, Maiakovskii’s question to Jakobson implies
that the poet was aware that he was using a form that already existed in the
verse tradition,4 even if he supposedly did not know what it was called. It
is more than likely that Maiakovskii was playing at being ignorant of such
things, a pose which he readily affected. It is sufficient to recall his
disingenuous statement in ‘Kak delaf stikhi’ that he did not ‘know either
iambs or trochees’ and had ‘never identified them’ because he had ‘never
had anything to do’ with them, where the disingenuity is compounded by
an introductory assertion that he is being straight with his reader (XII, 86),
not to mention that the poem ‘Sergeiu Eseninu’, which serves as his example
in the article, is written in free trochees.5 At any rate Maiakovskii was
familiar with the hexameter in practice, if not in name, having used it in all
his earlier major works with the exception of Fleita-pozvonochnik. But
behind the professed ignorance of the name there may also lie an awareness
of the looseness or creative freedom in his treatment of the hexameter. All
this is well illustrated by the second of Jakobson’s recollections, concerning
Maiakovskii’s reading of the opening line of 150000000: up to the last
word of the line ‘hmh’, before which Maiakovskii paused, this forms a
classical hexameter, with a feminine clausula. In other words it is clear that
Maiakovskii was perfectly familiar with the scheme of the hexameter, but
in this case did not stay within it. As we shall see, this feature is quite
typical and also varied in its manifestation; and, while it may have
contributed to the delayed or only partial recognition of the hexameter’s
presence in Maiakovskii’s verse, it has been reflected in approaches to the
topic too. Ivanov used the terms ‘hexameter-like’ and ‘quasi-hexameter’,
while in my own earlier study of the metrical composition of Maiakovskii’s
Tragediia and five major love poems I used the hybrid term ‘hexametral’;
in his account of Maiakovskii’s accentual verse Gasparov briefly mentions
the presence of rhythms ‘reminiscent of the hexameter’; similarly, in his
brief comment on the opening stanza of 150000000 Burgi identifies the
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rhythm of the first line as ‘pure hexameter’ but that of the next lines as
‘reminiscent of the hexameter cadence’.6 Also of interest is the notion of a
‘derivative’ of the hexameter, which has been introduced by Gasparov,
although not in relation to Maiakovskii’s hexameter.7
While Maiakovskii’s hexameter has been studied as part of the metrical
composition of certain individual works,8 it has not been studied as a subject
in its own right. Yet it undoubtedly merits this, and in a number of respects.
These can be summarized under two headings. Firstly, there is the question
of how in poetic and, more especially, metrical terms to account for its
presence in Maiakovskii’s verse; in connection with this there is a number of
more general points of metrical interest. Secondly, there is the question of
the key role the hexameter plays in the semantics of Maiakovskii’s poetry,
not just in some of the major works but also in the architectonics of his work
as a whole. In this context, as we shall see, a study of Maiakovskii’s hexameter
engages key aspects of Jakobson’s seminal interpretation of Maiakovskii’s
poetry and its fundamental problematics.
The very presence in Maiakovskii’s work of such a form as the
hexameter, and the related form of the elegiac couplet, would seem
surprising, even incongruous, and certainly intriguing. Maiakovskii, one
of the signatories of the Futurist manifesto ‘Poshchechina
obshchestvennomu vkusu’ in 1912, is demonstratively oriented towards
the new, the overthrow of tradition and traditional forms, and his particular
image can be very much that of the ‘hun’. Thus it would seem unexpected
to find him using a form with such classical asssociations, a factor which
may indeed have played its part alongside his creative handling of the
hexameter in obstructing perception of its presence. As an additional element
of the unexpected, one can suppose that, given his familiarity with the
form, he was familiar with translations from classical literature too. But,
apart from his own self-presentation, as in the professed ignorance of the
hexameter, Maiakovskii’s relation to tradition is of course more complex.
On the one hand, for all its proclaimed rejection of what came — even
immediately — before, Futurism must be seen in the context of Russian
Modernism and the defining presence of Symbolism, from which it both
draws and departs. On the other hand, in terms of overarching affinities,
the most fruitful approach has been to follow Tynianov and look back past
the nineteenth century to earlier, even archaic traditions. Tynianov himself
noted affinities with the eighteenth century, in particular in Maiakovskii’s
combination of high and low, while Smirnov has shown extensive analogies
between Futurism and the Baroque. Yet more archaic parallels have long
been noted and have been the subject of some specialist study, and a
systematic interpretation of Maiakovskii in relation to medieval and archaic
poetics and worldview has recently been put forward by Weiskopf.9 In this
connection Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter might be seen as a further
manifestation of the archaic (or high, eighteenth century) orientation of his
poetry. In less broad terms, as we shall see, the heroic associations of the
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hexameter fit well into such a strand in his poetry, but before that there
may be some playfulness and Futurist epatage involved.
The question of how to interpret the hexameter’s presence in
Maiakovskii’s verse can be approached in a more specific way at the metrical
level. A starting point is the character of Maiakovskii’s verse itself. Jakobson
famously heralded Maiakovskii’s liberation of the word from the ‘Procrustean
bed of the rhythmical inertia of syllabo-tonic verse’ (a statement which, given
the time of writing in the early 1920s, effectively refers to Maiakovskii’s
verse up to about 1920).10 In the light of Gasparov’s studies which disclosed
the workings of Maiakovskii’s verse, it has long been unnecessary to treat it
almost as a thing apart in the overall picture of Russian verse.11 In the broad
picture the ‘liberation’ achieved by Maiakovskii does not stand alone but
forms part of the general development of tonic verse in the early twentieth
century. Accentual verse was already being developed in early Symbolism
and was quite prominent in early Futurism as a whole; Maiakovskii’s dol 'nik,
which he principally develops in the 1920s, fits fair and square into the general
development of this form; and, again mainly in the 1920s, he uses a range of
syllabo-tonic forms too.12 But this still leaves a more informed sense of the
specificity, and even certain incongruities, of his verse. As far as this study is
concerned, the most distinctive feature is that heralded by Jakobson. It is not
so much the presence of accentual verse, but the fact that in Maiakovskii’s
poetry of the 1910s accentual verse dominates almost to the exclusion of
everything else, although towards the end of this period some metrical
diversification is already apparent. This places Maiakovskii largely outside
the mainstream of Russian verse, in terms of the so-called ‘classical’ tradition
of syllabo-tonic verse, and also a stage or more beyond the main development
of tonic verse in the form of the dol 'nik. Yet this is precisely the period of his
use of the hexameter. Now, although the hexameter is classical — in one
sense — in terms of its associations, its metrical scheme is in effect that of
the dol’nik, and so it too lies outside the Russian classical, syllabo-tonic
tradition. One can see, therefore, that its status in Maiakovskii’s verse can be
ambiguous, either as a form that could be assimilated or as something different
or ‘other’: on the one hand it has an affinity to tonic verse, but on the other
hand there is still a gap between it and accentual verse. If one translates this
ambiguity into how Maiakovskii may use the hexameter, it can be either as
the form as such or else as a form that he creatively adapts and assimilates.
This situation relates in a number of interesting ways to the hexameter’s
place in the Russian verse tradition. As a rule it has not been assimilated other
than in translations or stylizations from classical literature and in the related
form of the elegiac couplet. Equally, there has been a tension between the
tonic potential of the metre and its development in a predominantly syllabotonic tradition. Thus on the whole the rhythmical possibilities of the hexameter
as a dol'nik metre were avoided in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and
the dominant tendency approached a dactylic base (notable exceptions being
Trediakovskii, Zhukovskii in idylls and tales, and Fet), while in the early
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twentieth century there was a general tendency in translations and stylizations
towards close reproduction of classical models.13 On the other hand, the
hexameter is also associated with the generation of derived forms or forms
which are perceived as bearing a relation to it. These are what Gasparov has
studied as ‘derivatives’ of the hexameter, which feature variation from the
norm of the hexameter in rhythm, length, anacrusis, clausula and/or rhyme.
Such derivatives involve variation in one or maybe more features, for example:
in length, in the direction of dactylic pentameter, or in anacrusis, as with
Merzliakov’s amphibrachic hexameter. Gasparov explores the degree and kind
of variation possible without loss of association with the hexameter.14 But, as
we shall see, Maiakovskii’s hexameter represents something of an extreme
and special case: it may go beyond what Gasparov establishes as the limits of
tolerance, and in a combination of features all at once. Yet this is against the
background of an underlying hexameter presence, which may be manifested
in correct lines alongside ones that derive, deviate or depart from a hexameter
base. We are certainly dealing with the hexameter, but in his creative adaptation
of it Maiakovskii may extend beyond the bounds of the measure. Rather than
revising some of Gasparov’s conclusions, however, we are left with an
appreciation of the originality of Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter and a
renewed sense of the particular character of his verse.
Maiakovskii’s hexameter can also be placed in the context of the
development of extra-long measures in the early twentieth century. Such
forms were developed especially by BaTmont, Briusov and Severianin.15
They could extend into lines of seven, eight and more feet (ictuses) with a
composite construction of two, three or even more hemistichs; in the main
the metres are binary, although Briusov and BaTmont also use ternary.
Maiakovskii’s youthful interest in Symbolist poetry, including BaTmont, is
attested in ‘la sam’ (I, 17); as for his attitude to the Ego-Futurist Severianin,
this ranged from enthusiasm to rivalry and disdain.16 Maiakovskii’s
development of the hexameter can therefore be seen as a polemical move to
appropriate these poets’ metrical innovation, in terms of both long lines and
composite construction, but to realize it in a different form. Paradoxically,
the traditional hexameter offered such a possibility. One might even suggest
a certain perverse symmetry in this association of Maiakovskii and the
hexameter, both, though in different ways, ‘outside’ the mainstream of Russian
verse. Certainly a further polemical point is that Maiakovskii was
appropriating and adapting a form which had principally been developed
only in translations and stylizations rather than in original verse. This fact
has an additional dimension, at the level of the opposition between Symbolist
and Futurist poetics: whereas translation and translations were a central part
of Symbolist poetics, they were generally eschewed in early Futurism.17
Similarly, while Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter may in places approach
stylization, this can be with negative or parodic intent.
The role and significance of the hexameter in Maiakovskii’s poetry are
out of all proportion to its prominence in quantitative terms, for we will be
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looking at a body of material that comprises less than 200 lines. The centre
of Maiakovskii’s poetry is his large works, and it is striking, as mentioned at
the outset, that hexameter verse features in all the major works of the 1910s,
with the exception only of the shortest and least wide-ranging of them, Fleitapozvonochnik (1915). It plays a special role in both Vladimir Maiakovskii.
Tragediia (1913) and Oblako v shtanakh (1914-15), but its most important
use is in the major works of the years around the Revolution, Voina i mir
(1916), Chelovek (1916-17), Misteriia-buff {1918) and 150000000 (191920). The hexameter’s role is especially significant in Chelovek and
150000000: here, as we shall see, it stands at the very centre of Maiakovskii’s
poetry. Against the background of the dominance of accentual verse in this
period and in these works it is a unique metrical theme. While there are other
individual significant metrical themes in certain of these works, for example,
the iamb in Chelovek and the piatislozhnik in 150000000, and a couple of
very minor themes which occur in two of them, for example, the iambic
tetrameter with feminine caesura, there is no other such recurrent theme to
set alongside the accentual verse. Moreover, the hexameter’s significance is
underlined by its compositional highlighting, in the opening and/or at the
work’s climax or finale.
Although hexameter verse is principally a feature of the major works, it
is found in a few short poems as well. Maiakovskii’s approach to the
hexameter can be seen in three poems of 1913, ‘Neskol'ko slov obo mne
samom’ from the cycle ‘la’, ‘Ot ustalosti’ and ‘My’ (only the last will be
considered an example of hexameter verse proper). There is the intriguing
four-line poem ‘IzdevateTstva’ (1916), which is based on the elegiac couplet.
Then in three other poems of 1916-17, ‘Nadoelo’ (1916), ‘Sebe, liubimomu,
posviashchaet eti stroki avtor’ (1916) and ‘Revoliutsiia. Poetokhronika’
(1917), a brief hexameter theme links to the major works of the period. No
less striking than the hexameter’s special role in Maiakovskii’s verse up to
150000000 is its almost complete disappearance thereafter, and already in
the second version of Misteriia-buff (1920-21): there are just two further
clear uses of the form, in ‘Moi mai’ of 1922 and much later in ‘My’ of 1929
(the same title as one of the early poems).
The rest of this study will have two parts: first an outline of the formal
character of Maiakovskii’s hexameter, and then a detailed consideration of
its use and significance in his work.

1.

Maiakovskii s hexameter: formal character

The hexameter in Russian verse has the scheme of a six-ictus dactylic dol'nik,
with a central caesura, an obligatory final disyllabic interval, and an unrhymed
feminine clausula; the related elegiac couplet combines a standard hexameter
with a pentameter that consists of two three-ictus hemistichs but with a zero
interval over the caesura, and alternating feminine and masculine clausulae. In
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broad terms Maiakovskii’s hexameter verse is a long line form based more or
less closely on this scheme (these schemes). The scheme(s) may be applicable
either more or less as such, or as an underlying point of reference, or as a point
of departure (in relating Maiakovskii’s hexameter to the traditional scheme,
however, we will ignore the requirement for a final disyllabic interval). This
means that there may be problems both of interpretation/classification and of
description. For the purposes of interpretation, the closeness to the hexameter
will depend on the context. In the case of isolated lines the underlying scheme
needs to be quite clearly recognizable, whereas in a strong hexameter context
there is more scope for variation in length, rhythm and/or anacrusis. Inevitably
there are cases where doubt arises, and there is of course an element of
approximation in the statistical description of such verse. But overall the room
for uncertainty and alternative interpretation is not large and the picture that
emerges is perfectly reliable.
An example of a problem of interpretation/classification is provided by
the opening two lines of the Epilogue in Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia:
111101/
31101f
121321d
121 f
01/2d

3to Bee nHcaji
o Bac,
Oe/tHbix Kpbicax.
>Kajieji — y MeH5i HeT rpy/jH:
9{ KOpMHJl 6bl Bac .aobpOH HeHeHbKOH
Tenepb h HeMHoro Bbicox,
H-6jia>KeHHeHbKHH. (1,172)

There is some compositional expectation of the hexameter, since the Prologue
opened with the hexameter and Act II has just ended with a more extended
passage of it: the second line, although it has a monosyllabic anacrusis, does
have a six-ictus (six-stress) form with a strong central break, but the rhythm
of the first line, with largely monosyllabic intervals, is altogether
uncharacteristic. The last two lines of the stanza are short and confirm the
deflated tone; perhaps the doubt over interpretation of the first two lines fits
this, and they have not been included in the classification.
As far as problems of description are concerned, these arise where
Maiakovskii’s adaptation or assimilation of the hexameter moves the verse
towards the accentual system, so that it becomes difficult to describe in terms
of a dol'nik scheme. In the early works, Misteriia-buff and the two later
poems from the 1920s the hexameter is generally close enough to the scheme
to allow for it to be described as such without too much difficulty, but the
situation is more complex in Chelovek and especially 150000000. The opening
two lines of the first chapter of Chelovek, ‘Rozhdestvo Maiakovskogo’,
demonstrate the problem there:
042145m

3Haio(
He npH30ByT Moe hmh
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42144f

rpeuiHHKH,
3a/ibixaK)mHec5i b a,ny.
Uon an^o^HCMeHTbi nonoB
moh 3aHaBec He onycTHTcn Ha Tojircx^e.

(I, 246)

These are six-stress and five-stress lines with such an irregular rhythm that a
dol 'nik scheme is not readily applicable, but they form part of an extended
passage with a clear hexameter theme that draws closer to the scheme of the
hexameter proper. In context, this development has a compositional function,
and after the opening chapter the hexameter verse generally stays close to its
underlying scheme (and can be described accordingly). How then is one to
describe the hexameter of the poem overall, in terms of a dol'nik scheme or
as for accentual verse? Neither solution is ideal. For the purposes of uniformity
within this study, however, even this looser hexameter verse in ‘Rozhdestvo
Maiakovskogo’ will be described in terms of the basic scheme, but in the
following way: irregular, longer intervals will be treated as such, rather than
attempting to posit stress omission, and line length will be counted
accordingly. Elsewhere too, i.e. not just in ‘Rozhdestvo Maiakovskogo’, there
may be the odd irregular, longer interval which it makes sense in context to
treat as such. Equally, in a few lines it is appropriate to treat a trisyllabic
opening as arising from omission of the first stress. But there is only one
example, over an interval of five syllables in the late poem ‘My’, where it
has been considered clearly appropriate to interpret stress omission in the
main body of the line; it is worth noting as well that there are just two doubtful
cases, involving intervals of four syllables, which it has been decided not to
interpret as stress omission, although such an interpretation is possible. Finally,
in three early lines (one in ‘My’ and two in Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia)
it is possible to interpret the presence of hypermetrical stressing.
The situation in 150000000 is more problematic still, since the
compositional movement reverses that of Chelovek: the hexameter serves as
the point of departure, and the verse moves away from it as Maiakovskii
develops lines of varying length, rhythm and anacrusis. These variations
develop in such a way that the verse increasingly goes beyond the limits of
the measure, leaving the hexameter far behind to create a more general long
line theme. What is said about the epic history of Troy at the beginning of
Chapter 5 — ‘hctophh Tpon/^o Hey3HaBaeMOCTH pa3£yTan’ (II, 142)
— could apply equally well to the hexameter. It is therefore impossible to
classify the long line verse overall as hexameter, even if in context the
derivation may still be more or less apparent or could be constructed. On the
other hand, it does not in general make good sense to classify some lines as
hexameter, and others as not, because there may be no clear dividing line.
However, there would seem to be a sense of the hexameter’s specific presence
extending from the opening stanza through the first chapter, which is not
maintained in the second chapter (other than in a certain ongoing reminiscence
of the poem’s opening). Thereafter the occasional line in the long line verse
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may be close to the hexameter in form, but it makes little sense to distinguish
such lines. Equally, it is not appropriate to include the long lines of the poem
as a whole within the scope of this study. So for the purposes of illustrating
how Maiakovskii uses the hexameter in 150000000 the material will be
limited to the long lines from the first chapter, with just one addition in the
form of the last two long lines in the poem: these introduce the requiem in
the final chapter, which thus invokes the elegiac variation of the hexameter.
Even limiting the material in this way, there is still the same problem of
description as in ‘Rozhdestvo Maiakovskogo’, but again for the purposes of
uniformity this verse will be described in the same way as there.
The problem of incorporating the hexameter into Maiakovskii’s verse is
immediately evident in the area of rhyme, since the traditional hexameter is
unrhymed, while rhyme and stanza organization are a constant, almost
obligatory factor of the organization of Maiakovskii’s verse. As he says in
‘Kak delat' stikhi’: ‘without rhyme, understanding rhyme broadly, verse will
fall apart’ (XII, 105). Maiakovskii’s system takes precedence: his hexameter
is rhymed and incorporated into his standard stanza, the quatrain with
alternating rhyme scheme. Historically, however, experiments with the
hexameter in European and also Russian verse have involved rhyme, and
Gasparov shows that the presence of rhyme does not necessarily exclude a
sense of derivation from the hexameter; what matters is that the rhyming
clausulae should be uniform in length, thereby avoiding the sense of stanzaic
organization.18 Thus Maiakovskii’s hexameter, with the combination of rhyme
and stanzaic organization, should effectively be beyond the limits of tolerance
and in this respect is anomalous. On the other hand, the hexameter’s
anomalous status within Maiakovskii’s verse itself is manifested in the fact
that there are occasional unrhymed hexameters (in Vladimir Maiakovskii.
Tragediia and Chelovek). It is perhaps more striking that this is the case than
that, once the hexameter is incorporated, it should be rhymed contrary to its
standard character.
The hexameter also possesses another unique characteristic in terms of
Maiakovskii’s verse. Whereas the basic compositional unit in his verse is the
stanza, in the 1910s almost exclusively the quatrain, in the case of his
hexameter verse the basic compositional unit is the metrical line. This fact
may relate to the hexameter’s normal status as unrhymed. There are whole
quatrains of hexameter verse, but also single lines or segments of two or
three lines in stanzas with shorter lines. Such a feature has a dual, potentially
contradictory effect. On the one hand, it allows for the possible perception
of hexameter verse as arising out of the surrounding accentual verse, almost
as a metrical tendency within it, and therefore not generically distinct. On
the other hand, it may in context serve to demarcate the hexameter, where
the transition from the hexameter to, say, four-stress verse is clearly perceived
as a metrical shift. It is worth noting that the leading, four-stress form in
Maiakovskii’s accentual verse is precisely the length (four ictuses) which
Gasparov shows to be antithetical to association with the hexameter.19
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Particular problems are created here with five-stress/five-ictus lines, which
may be perceived as a kind of transitional form that is aligned either with the
hexameter or the surrounding accentual verse. In a clear and strong hexameter
context five-stress/five-ictus lines might readily be subsumed within the
bounds of hexameter verse, but elsewhere this might not be the case.
Because of the way that Maiakovskii uses the hexameter, basing himself
only more or less closely on its scheme, the formal character of the verse is
most appropriately described in terms of the constituent factors of line length,
rhythm, anacrusis and clausula (this parallels the description of his accentual
verse). The description follows the criteria, with qualifications, outlined
above.20 In the tables figures are given for the main works separately, for the
five short early poems (1913-17) together, and similarly for the two short
poems of the 1920s.

Line length (Table 1)
Given the broad definition of Maiakovskii’s hexameter as a long line form
based more or less closely on the hexameter, one would expect a certain
variation around the basic six-ictus scheme. As just mentioned, in context
this may include shorter five-ictus (five-stress) lines but not four-ictus (fourstress) ones. As for longer lines, we have already seen from the opening line
of 150000000 how Maiakovskii extends the measure, and in a hexameter
context it makes sense to include not just the quite frequent seven-ictus (sevenstress) lines but also the occasional eight-ictus (eight-stress) and longer lines,
which can take the form of composite hexameters, hexameters and a half or
even double hexameters. The way that the verse is organized around a sixictus/six-stress leading form is analogous to the line length organization in
Maiakovskii’s accentual verse, which is based on the leading or subsequently
dominant role of four-stress lines, but not a fixed line length. However,
although the hexameter can readily encompass derivatives of five-ictus length,
Gasparov notes that deviations from the six-ictus norm in the direction of
greater length are virtually unexplored.21 Maiakovskii, however, goes much
further in his development of line length variation and composite construction;
this is already present in the earliest poems but reaches a maximum in
150000000. In this respect he is especially innovative, while at the same
time drawing on, and competing with, the development of long line forms in
the period.
As Table 1 shows, the special character of 150000000 is particularly
apparent in the line length: everywhere else the six-ictus (six-stress) form
accounts for at least a half of all lines, though only in Misteriia-buff does it
exceed three quarters of the total. However, if one looks at the proportion of
five-ictus (five-stress), six-ictus (six-stress) and seven-ictus (seven-stress)
lines taken together then this is typically 80% or more, while in 150000000
it is still only a half. There is a clear contrast between Chelovek and
150000000, which reflects the different compositional movements in the
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Table 1: Length
12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

3

Total

1

—

—

—

1

2

10

2

—

16

Oblako

—

—

1

1

1

4

11

3

—

ViM

—

—

—

2

—

1

8

1

—

12

Chelovek

—

—

—

1

1

2

28

7

—

39

M-B

1

—

—

—

—

1

9

—

—

11

150

1

1

—

4

3

1

7

2

1

20

Poems (1913-17)

—

—

1

1

2

6

12

2

—

24

Poems (1922-29)

—

—

—

—

—

2

11

8

—

21

Total

3

1

2

9

8

19

96

25

1

VM

21

164

two poems. The single three-ictus (three-stress) line in 150000000 arises
when, in the context of composite construction, a hemistich becomes an
independent metrical line. The prominence of five-ictus (five-stress) lines in
the poems of the 1920s is in fact entirely due to ‘My’, the second, late poem
of the two.

Rhythm (Table 2)
If we were concerned with Maiakovskii’s verse of the 1920s, then the dol 'nik
scheme of the hexameter would exist in his verse alongside a variety of
dol 'nik measures, most typically the four-ictus dol 'nik. However, through
most of the 191 Os (after the earliest poems) the dol 'nik only has a marginal
metrical presence in Maiakovskii’s system, a fact which in turn has a bearing
on the ambiguous position of the hexameter. On the other hand it is curious
that the do/comes back into use just as the hexameter disappears, although
it should be remembered that dol'nik rhythm is prominent in his accentual
verse.
Maiakovskii’s hexameter generally displays a strong central word break,
in effect a caesura, and in describing the rhythm in terms of a dol 'nik scheme
the profile of closeness to the hexameter and hence of recognizability is
enhanced if a certain freedom is allowed over the caesura, where this is clearly
located, or between segments in compound lines. This would be parallel to
the degree of freedom manifested in the anacrusis. In this Maiakovskii once
again draws on existing innovative practice in the period, especially that of
Bal'mont and Severianin, who developed a range of variations in
augmentation and truncation over the caesura.22 First, then, one could allow
the possibility of a longer, trisyllabic interval over the caesura (compare the
variation of a dactylic caesura in the iambic tetrameter with feminine caesura
in Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia).23 This occurs in eleven lines which are
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otherwise rhythmically correct, and they have been counted as such in Table
2; six of these lines are in Chelovek, which makes for a significant difference
in the rhythmical profile there. In addition, and more interestingly, the
qualification can be extended to allow a zero interval over the caesura too, as
in the elegiac couplet, the related form to the hexameter. In keeping with the
degree of freedom Maiakovskii adopts in respect of other features, such a
zero interval occurs more widely between segments and not necessarily in
the context of the second line of a couplet, or the even lines of a quatrain; in
Chelovek there are even two isolated lines with this form. Overall there are
fifteen lines with such a zero interval, although in six of these there are
irregular intervals as well.
However, the significance of a zero interval over the caesura is somewhat
problematic. As we shall see, there is an elegiac motif in Maiakovskii’s
hexameter which can be linked to this formal effect, and in the key works
Chelovek and 150000000 it is. Yet the reverse is not always discemibly the
case, since the presence of a zero interval over the caesura is not always
linked to an elegiac motif; in fact, typically it is not. There is no entirely
satisfactory explanation, or at least not an explanation that can cover all the
works, although a certain looseness in Maiakovskii’s use of the form, treating
the hexameter and elegiac couplet as a composite source, is in keeping with
all the other aspects of his hexameter verse. From the theoretical point of
view, one might even contend that there is nothing troubling in the lack of
certainty over the link between the formal feature of the zero interval over
the caesura and its associations, since paradoxically this serves to demonstrate
the conventionality of all such associations. By extension too, this might be
related to the tendency to disrupt traditional or conventional articulation of
meaning which is characteristic of Futurist poetics in general.24
Another interesting feature is the presence in thirteen lines of a zero
interval that is not over the caesura; in three of these lines, in ‘My’ and
Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia (i.e. all in 1913), a zero interval arises from
what may be interpreted as hypermetrical stressing, but elsewhere this is not
the case. This suggests a possible interpretation as spondaic rhythm, not in
syllabo-tonic translation of the greco-roman hexameter into a foot containing
two consecutive stressed syllables (as can be created in a way by hypermetrical
stressing) but through a zero interval between metrical stresses. In addition,
it may be that there is some relation or elision with the zero interval over the
caesura. Certainly, as we shall see, the two effects can be juxtaposed, and in
the context of Maiakovskii’s composite lines may anyway be hard to
distinguish. One explanation might still be that Maiakovskii simply
incorporates a range of intervals, including zero ones, as found in his accentual
verse; and yet, however surprising it may seem, the possibility of some relation
to the spondee in the greco-roman hexameter is hard to dismiss. The spondee
is avoided in Russian verse, and was the subject of debate in relation to the
hexameter in the 1810s.25 But it has been the object of occasional
experimentation, and Maiakovskii does utilize a spondaic effect elsewhere.
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Table 2: Rhythm
Correct

Incorrect

Total

VM

15

1

16

Oblako

17

4

21

8

4

12

25

14

39

M-B

8

3

11

150

11

9

20

Poems (1913-17)

19

5

24

Poems (1922-29)

16

5

21

119

45

164

ViM
Chelovek

Total

In particular, he has a metre which allows for intervals of zero to two syllables
that can quite aptly be named ‘udarnik\26 It is used to create a heavy rhythm
associated with pounding, powerful sound: for example, in ‘Nash marsh’,
‘Barabannaia pesnia’ and the drum song in 150000000, also in Pro eto and,
most interestingly, in ‘Moi mai’ where it alternates with stanzas that include
the hexameter.
With these qualifications concerning interval over the caesura, Table 2
shows that the hexameter verse in most of the works falls predominantly
into a correct dol'nik rhythm; in actual fact there is a clear tendency towards
disyllabic intervals and even ternary rhythm. In Chelovek and 150000000
the profile is notably less regular: in the latter the extension beyond the
hexameter is very evident, with only just over half the lines covered having
a dol ’nik rhythm. But even so the compositional movement in the two poems
produces a more similar effect here, which serves to emphasize the extension
of length as the key factor in 150000000. The tendency towards a ternary
rhythm provides a most interesting example of affinity — rather than the
opposite — between the hexameter, with its marked tendency towards the
dactyl, and Maiakovskii’s accentual verse where a ternary inertia stands as
the model of rhythmical regularity;27 similarly, Maiakovskii’s dol'nik is
characterized by a tendency towards ternary rhythm.28 As far as derivatives
are concerned, Gasparov does note an experimental quatrain by Kviatkovskii
with a taktovik range of intervals of one to three syllables (the hexameter
was also taken up by another Constructivist, Sel'vinskii). In general, however,
the dominance of disyllabic intervals within the basic dol 'nik scheme is a
key criterion for a derivative to preserve associations with the hexameter.29
In this respect, therefore, Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter is certainly
very original, with its scope for rhythmical variation, and yet it also stays
sufficiently close to the hexameter through the tendency to maintain the
dominance of disyllabic intervals. Indeed, allowing for the qualifications
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that produce a more regular profile, the scope for variation is typically less
than in the line length: this accords with the evidence of the derivatives that
the tolerance for deviation in rhythm is more restricted.

Anacrusis (Table 3)
As Table 3 shows, the anacrusis in Maiakovskii’s hexameter is predominantly
or mainly dactylic (zero) in accordance with the scheme of the hexameter (the
five lines with initial stress omission are listed here under the zero anacrusis).
Gasparov has shown that amphibrachic and even anapaestic derivatives are
tolerated and do not break the hexameter associations, whether as occasional
variations or fixed anacrusis.30 Yet again the two main works where the variation
is most striking are Chelovek and 150000000: in context, this feature is related
to the compositional movements in those two poems that have already been
outlined. More generally, the variation in anacrusis can be compared to
Maiakovskii’s practice elsewhere: for example, in Pro eto he establishes a
clear amphibrachic base to the four-ictus dol 'nik, but with the variation of zero
anacruses as well (17.0% in the main body of the poem).31
Table 3: Anacrusis
0

1

2

VM

10

5

1

Oblako

19

1

1

—

9

3

—

—

12

Chelovek

24

7

7

1

39

M-B

10

1

—

—

11

150

12

2

6

—

20

Poems (1913-17)

13

9

2

—

24

Poems (1922-29)

17

4

—

—

21

114

32

17

ViM

Total

4

Total
16

1

21

164

Clausula (Table 4)
In Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia and Oblako v shtanakh, as well as in the
other short early poems, only masculine and feminine clausulae are found
(see Table 4), most often in an alternating pattern with masculine clausulae
in the even lines. This alternation is the same as in the elegiac couplet, but it
is also the most common pattern in Maiakovskii’s verse (and Russian verse).
Thereafter, dactylic clausulae are found as well, and there are examples of
compound rhymes and some other special rhyming effects too. The difference
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Table 4: Clausula

m

f

d

8

8

—

10

11

4

6

2

12

17

13

9

39

M-B

5

6

—

11

150

2

12

6

20

Poems (1913-17)

7

17

—

24

Poems (1922-29)

16

5

—

21

Total

69

78

17

VM
Oblako
ViM
Chelovek

—

Total
16
21

164

in profile between Chelovek and 150000000 is quite striking: here it is hard
to draw any clear conclusions, although the greater length of clausula in
150000000 could be related to the theme of extension.

2.

Maiakovskii s hexameter: history and significance

Before Maiakovskii’s first major work Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia,
which was performed in December 1913, there are three short poems written
earlier in 1913 where long lines of dol'nik/tcrnary can give rise to what
Gasparov calls ‘rhythms reminiscent of the hexameter’.32 In the last poem
of the cycle ‘la’, ‘Neskol'ko slov obo mne samom’, six-ictus dol'nik lines
alternate with shorter five-, four- and three-ictus ones: this could be
characterized as free dol'nik. In ‘Ot ustalosti’ there are some six-ictus lines
but five-ictus ones, mainly regular dactyls, dominate: this could be considered
close to a derivative of the hexameter. But it is in the third poem, ‘My’, that
Maiakovskii first properly approaches his kind of hexameter verse, extending
into longer lines:
02222022m

71e3eM 3eMJie

rio/j

pecHHuaMH Bbijie3iiiHX najibM

BbIKOJIOTb OejibMa nyCTbIHb,

122232m

Ha

ccoxuinxcn

rybax KaHajioB —

ape^HoyTOB yjibiOKH nofiMaTb.

0(0)
CTbIHb, 3Jio6a!
222122222m Ha KOCTep pa3C»K>KeHHbix

co3Be3£HH

B3BeCTb He nO3BOJU0 MOK) O^HHaBUiyK) ZipflXJiyK) MaTb

110221 f
13212m
022222f

/lopora — por a/ia— ribHHH rpy30B030B xpanbi!

/IbiMflmnecn

H03£pH ByjiKaHOB XMejieM paciimpb!

nepbn jimh5ik)iuhx aHrejiOB OpocHM jnodHMbiM Ha uui^nbi,
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0222222m

Oy^eM xbocth Ha 6oa o6py6aTb y KOMeT,
KOBbIJ151K)IHHX B IlIHpb.

(I, 53)

This poem is built around five-ictus and six-ictus dol'nik lines, with threeictus hemistichs, in two standard Maiakovskian abab quatrains; the rhythm
is predominantly ternary, with the odd irregular interval, while the anacrusis
varies. The first metrical line, for example, is composed of a five-ictus segment
and a three-ictus one, with a zero interval between the two: if this latter
feature does derive from the elegiac couplet, then it would seem to be an
example of taking it from there as a composite source with the hexameter,
without any specific associations. The last line extends to seven ictuses. But
amongst these lines there is the anomalous third line, which consists of just
‘CTbiHb, 3Jio6a!’ where the rhyming word is placed initially.33 These three
early poems are of interest in several respects. They show how Maiakovskii’s
hexameter emerges out of a (dactylic) dol'nik, with a clear ternary base and
line length varying from three to six ictuses and more. There is a parallel
here to the hexameter’s close affinity with the long dactyl, of five as well as
six ictuses. At the same time a relation to the long line measures, with their
composite structure, of BaTmont, Briusov and Severianin is evident,
especially in ‘My’. In the context of the development of Maiakovskii’s own
verse from the fixed-ictus syllabo-tonic metres of his first few poems towards
accentual verse, these poems show his experimentation with variation of
line length: while this does have a certain role in the move towards accentual
verse, it is the deregulation of inter-ictic intervals that is the main factor.
Maiakovskii’s accentual verse is based firmly on the dominance of fourstress and three-stress lines, while lines longer than five stresses are rare. In
other words, the pre-history of Maiakovskii’s hexameter shows a tangential
link to the development of his accentual system, and, as we have seen, such
a tangential relationship continues. It is interesting that in the cycle ‘la’
Maiakovskii also experiments with free iamb and trochee, because the history
of their use in his verse (specifically the free trochee) relates to the history of
his hexameter.
The provocative dimension to Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter, in the
style of Futurist epatage, is apparent in his first major work, Vladimir
Maiakovskii. Tragediia. Metrically this is a transitional, experimental work,
which can be seen as a kind of exploration and dress rehearsal of
Maiakovskii’s metrical persona, where metrical voices associated with Blok
and Symbolism (three-ictus anapaestic dol'nik) and Severianin (iambic
tetrameter with feminine caesura) are juxtaposed to accentual verse.34 The
hexameter, which opens the play in the first stanza of the Prologue, links
into the general orientation towards classical drama in the play. It can also be
taken to represent a playful, provocative adoption of an eminently respectable,
since classical, voice, perhaps the metrical equivalent of the frock coat which
Maiakovskii wore for the prologue;35 such a stylization can have a parodic
dimension too. On the other hand, a rather different gloss comes from the
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possible polemical dimension relating to the use of long line forms at the
time: in this connection stylization has the potential to become appropriation.
Whether as parody or appropriation, the unexpected or incongruous adoption
of such a voice by a Futurist poet and signatory of ‘Poshchechina
obshchestvennomu vkusu’ has a nice visual equivalent in the famous
photograph of Maiakovskii in a frock coat and top hat which is signed ‘Futurist
Vladimir Maiakovskii’.36 At any rate the perception of this verse as hexameter
has indeed been obstructed, rather in accordance with the opening assertion
of an anticipated lack of comprehension:
022222f

022121m
122122f

BaM J1H nOHflTb,
noqeMy n,
CnOKOHHblH,
HacMemeK rpo30K>
£yuiy Ha bjuo^e Hecy
k obe/jy MziyiUMx jieT.
C HebpHTOH meKH njioma^efi
CTeKafl HeHy>KHOH cjie30K),

0122m
6bITb MO>KeT(

nocjie^HHH no3T.

(I, 153)

The opening two lines are regular hexameters and the third line varies only in
the anacrusis, before the shift out of the hexameter into a four-stress final line;
it is also interesting to note the use of the ending ‘-ok>’ to create a feminine
clausula in the odd lines. While there is a marked incongruity between the
hexameter’s classical associations and an image such as the ‘unshaven cheek
of the squares’, the motif of the tear adumbrates the play’s ending and the
elegiac strand that will play an important role in Maiakovskii’s hexameter. In
addition, such incongruity between the form’s high associations and low
imagery might be seen as yet another example of the combination of high and
low which is a distinctive feature of Maiakovskii’s poetics.
Hexameter verse recurs in three brief segments in Act I, but the most
interesting use is in the finale of Act II. The rebellion of things at the end of
Act I has brought a new order, but suffering still persists and eventually the
Poet has to take on the role of scapegoat and bearer of humanity’s tears.
There is a deeper ambiguity or complexity in the use of the hexameter here.
It is hard to interpret it as a voice that has been playfully or provocatively
adopted, still less parodied; if it is still a mask, then it may be closer to the
mask in tragedy. The Poet realizes that he cannot take up his throne like a
Greek: ‘ZfyMaji— / paziocTHbin 6yny. // BiiecTHmHH rjia3aMH / cnny
Ha TpoH, / H3He>KeHHbiH TejiOM rpex’ (I, 170). Instead he must go to the
north and back to the origins of religion: in spatial terms this is in the opposite
direction to the classical home of the hexameter, while it is in effect backward
in time rather than forward as at the outset. In all this there is a duality in
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relation to the hexameter, as it were both rejection and adoption. The
hexameter voice nevertheless associates the Poet Vladimir Maiakovskii with
a tradition that stretches back to classical times and beyond, while his use of
the form is idiosyncratic and varied, compared to the traditional profile of
the opening:
002122m

9\
c HorneH Moeft

022222

-

H£y,
cnoTbiKaiocb,
noji3y
Ziajibiiie

Ha ceBep,
Ty^a,
ryje b THCKax OecKOHeHHOH tockh
-02010221m najibuaMH bojih
BeHHO

rpy/ib pBeT
OKeaH-H3yBep.

02122012m

021221m

no6peny

—

ycTajibifi,
b nocjieziHeM 6pe#y
Oporny Bamy Ciie3y
TeMHOMy 6ory rpe3
y HCTOKa 3BepHHbix Bep.

(I, 170-71)

The second line here is a remarkable double hexameter, while the third
line too is extended, but the use of zero intervals between segments, as in
the elegiac couplet, is also striking. They occur between the two halves of
the second line, within the second half of this line after the first two-ictus
segment, and also within the third line, and they are accompanied by a
clear elegiac motif. There are also zero intervals at the beginning of the
first line, with the graphical highlighting of ‘fl’, and again in the second
line (‘rpy^b pBeT’), which in context may be interpreted as arising out of
hypermetrical stressing. Looking ahead to the later significance of the
hexameter, the image of the ocean held in the ‘vice of endless sadness’ is
curious. Although the measure is extended, in this long, double line it could
be perceived as just a repetition of itself, whereas in 150000000 extension
into longer lines functions differently and is associated with escape from
bounded space.
Maiakovskii’s familiarity with the elegiac couplet proper is confirmed
by a short, four-line poem of 1916, TzdevateTstva’:
122121 f

riaBJiHHbiM xboctom pacnymy cf)aHTa3HK)
b necTpoM UHKJie,
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£ymy bo BJiacTb oi\qaM ph$m HeoKHZiaHHbix poio.
XoMeTCH BHOBb ycjibixaTb, xax c ra3eTHbix ctojiOuob

3aqbiKa^H
022202If

Te,
kto y ztyba, KopM^mero hx,
KOpHH pblJiaMH pOKDT. (I, 109)

After the second line, with its zero interval, the last line can be interpreted as
extended by one foot but also with a zero interval in the middle, though an
alternative interpretation (leaving ‘hx’ unstressed) would make this a
hexameter with an irregular, longer central interval; the clausulae are all
feminine, rather than alternating feminine and masculine. As for any semantic
relation to the elegiac couplet, it is hard to posit this other than parodically
and oxymoronically, i.e. that in accordance with the title Maiakovskii makes
a mockery of the form’s associations.37 But if there is a specific target for
parody, then the most likely candidate would be Symbolism in the figure of
Viacheslav Ivanov, who made extensive use of the elegiac couplet (far more
than any other Russian poet).38
Following the adoption of a hexameter voice in Vladimir Maiakovskii.
Tragediia, the use of the hexameter in Oblakov shtanakh (1914-15) tends to
underline the distance between this form and Maiakovskii’s accentual verse.
Oblako v shtanakh is written almost entirely in accentual verse, but the first
half of Part IV, the emotional climax, is highlighted by the presence, on the
one hand, of ‘prose’ segments that stand outside the stanza fabric of the
verse, and, on the other hand, by the use once more of adopted metrical
voices. These take the form of a number of lines of hexameter verse and a
quatrain of amphibrachic tetrameter in imitation of Severianin. In context,
the hexameter here seems to play more the role of a most traditional voice,
which is adopted when the poet hero seeks to overcome his rejection by
Maria, rather than a voice which Maiakovskii has appropriated; following
on from the opening of the Tragediia, this would be his ‘frock coat’ in which
to address a girl with conservative taste. Alternatively, however, adoption
and appropriation could go together.
The hexameter opens in a regular form at the start of the second stanza of
the Part but already in the third stanza there is a striking effect:

022121f
011222m
31322f
(311222)

022221m
(0202221)

£o>Kflb oOpbi/taji TpoTyapbi,
jiy>KaMH oxaTbiH >KyjiHK,
MOKpbifi, JM>KeT yjinu 3a6HTbift 6yjibi>KHHKOM Tpyn
a Ha ce/tbix pecHHuax —
fla! —
Ha pecHHuax Mopo3Hbix cocyjiex
cjie3bi H3 rjia3 —
£a! —

H3 onymeHHbix rjia3 Bo^ocTouHbix Tpy6.

(I, 191)
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The repeated exclamation ‘/ja! ’ links to the other exclamations in this passage,
most of which stand clearly outside the stanza fabric as ‘prose’, and here
they can be interpreted as extraneous to the hexameter (and for the purposes
of description they have been excluded). The first two lines are regular and,
without the exclamations, the other lines would very nearly be so too: in
terms of the hexameter, the third line has an omitted first stress and would
have a longer interval over the caesura, while the last line would be regular
except for its asymmetric division. This underlines the hexameter’s role as
adopted voice, a voice that is put on, and it is subsequently described by the
poet as ‘quiet’:
022122f
(1122122)

Mapufl!
KaK b 3a>KHpeBinee

yxo

BTHCHyTb hm

Tuxoe

cjiobo?

(I, 192)
Here the appeal to Maria stands unambiguously in front of and outside the
hexameter. The incongruity between the hexameter’s classical associations
and the content of lines such as these is striking, and in the tension between
life and art which runs through the poem the hexameter seems to be an
inappropriate vehicle for the poet’s feelings.
The most important period for the use of the hexameter in Maiakovskii’s
verse is the years around the Revolution. It features briefly in Voina i mir
(1916) and the first version of Misteriia-buff (1918), but most importantly in
Chelovek (1916-17) and 150000000 (1919-20). Linked to its role in these
major works, it is also found in three shorter poems of the period, ‘Nadoelo’
(1916), ‘Sebe, liubimomu, posviashchaet eti stroki avtor’ (1916) and
‘Revoliutsiia. Poetokhronika’ (17 April 1917).
In the years around the Revolution Maiakovskii associates the hexameter
with the theme of man’s heroic potential on earth, either through the figure
of the poet himself as culture hero, principally in Chelovek, or through a
collective hero, culminating in the figure of Ivan in 150000000. Maiakovskii’s
use of the hexameter in this period clearly relates to his view, expressed in
‘Kak delat' stikhi’, that Tong measures’ are appropriate for a ‘heroic’ or
‘grand’ tone (XII, 102). A related motif is that of the association of long lines
with large numbers, with ‘thousands’ in Chelovek and with the eponymous
‘millions’ in 150000000; in the context of these poems and of Maiakovskii’s
poetics in general, such an association can be seen to have an iconic aspect
on the basis of similarity of features.39 In addition the hexameter is related
in this way to the key Maiakovskian preoccupation with size, from his
favourite device of hyperbole to the (problematic) interpretation of hugeness
itself; in terms of sound, this theme is realized as loudness and hugeness of
voice. 40
The emergence of a heroic hexameter, at much the same time that
Maiakovskii appears to mock the elegiac couplet in ‘IzdevateTstva’, comes
in the final part of Voina i mir in a continuous passage of hexameter verse
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where the countries of the earth, like Magi, bring gifts of their national
attributes to the new, corporate man. Among them Russia brings the power
of the voice in hymn:
020022f
112112f

«Mbnx rojiocoB Momb
b necHH 3BOHuee cnjieTajiacb?!
PoccHfl

cep/tue CBoe
pacKpbiiia b njiaMeHHOM rHMHe!»

(1,238)

In the light of the discussion of the zero interval earlier, it is interesting to
note in the first line a zero interval between the second and third stresses
preceding another over the caesura: any elegiac associations can be
discounted, but a deliberate spondaic effect is not out of the question. The
collective motif is repeated in the hexameter opening of Misteriia-buff:
0212023f
012214m

3to o6 Hac B3bmajia 3eMJin rojiocoM nymeHHoro peBa.
3to HaMH B36yxajiH nojin, kpobhmh onoeHbi.
(II, 169)41

There is a certain looseness here and also a zero interval over the caesura in
the first line, but the hexameter theme is clear as it runs through the prologue
alongside accentual verse. It does not then recur during the play until the
short hymn, declaimed ‘solemnly’, which introduces the finale (II, 240); this
is another example of the hexameter in its framing role. The hymn, however,
has a special composition, involving both final-initial rhymes and recurrent
overlapping rhymes with ‘cojmue’, which in the first lines impedes the
formation of full hexameters:
022
021
012
0
2112

Coh

BeKOBOH pa3HeceH —

uejioe Mope

yTp.

XyTop Mnpa, UBeTH!
Tbi Ham!
A Hazi HaMH cojiHue, cojiHue

h

cojiHue.

(II, 240)

Although the first three graphical lines have a clear relation to the hexameter
hemistich, the rhyming is so inventive (‘pa3HeceH - / ue’- ‘cojiHue’;
‘yTp’- ‘XyTop’; ‘mBeTH’- ‘Tbi’) that it is hard to establish howto classify
this verse and the clausulae (and it has been omitted from the description).
To adapt the image that occurs a few lines later, one might almost suggest
that the hexameter’s set boundaries are replaced by new rhyming
connections:
113(m)

/loBOJibHo!
Mwp HCKOJieceH.
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012112m
1031m

Uerib >xejie3a CMeHHjim uenbio jiioOhiuhx pyx.
Hrpy HOByio HrpaHTe!

021221 f

B Kpyr!
CoJiHueM HrpaHTe. CojiHue xaTanTe. HrpaHTe b cojiHue!

(II, 240)
At last two lines make full hexameters, which allows retrospectively for an
informed sense of how the creativity of the preceding lines works. Rather
than the extension beyond limits which is the theme of 150000000, the
utopian impulse here is towards a reorganized control of the earth and
heavens.
One or more of the key motifs is present in the brief hexameter themes in
the short poems. In ‘Nadoelo’ the motif of man’s heroic potential is subverted,
as the poet cannot find any people worth the name, especially ‘beautiful
people’, in the Petrograd of 1916. The motifs of the earth and thousand both
feature in the ninth stanza, as, interestingly, does that of tears; the middle
two lines here can readily be interpreted as hexameter verse:
0212f
012122f
242142f
022f

Bpomycb Ha 3eMjno,
KaMHH KOpOK)
b KpoBb jihuo H30Tpy, cjie3aMH ac(f)ajibT oMbiBan.
Mctomhbiuhmhch no Jiacxe rybaMH Tbicnnbio nouejiyeB
noxpoio
yMHyio Mop/iy TpaMBan. (I, 113)

‘Sebe, liubimomu, posviashchaet eti stroki avtor’ develops the Maiakovskian
theme of himself as an extraordinary phenomenon (as in Chelovek) through
a series of hyperbolic and oxymoronic comparisons, starting with ‘O, ecjin
6 6biJi 5\ MajieHbKHH, Kax BejiHKHH oxeaH’. Yet he ends with the question
‘KaKHMH roJiHacpaMH

Pt

3anaT — Taxon Oojibmon h Taxon HeHy>XHbiH?’

(I, 126-27), in which the poet’s final ambiguity is expressed specifically in
relation to size. The poem contains six lines of six or seven stresses (ictuses)
with a recognizable hexameter base (and five-stress lines too) in four of the
seven stanzas, for example:
0212(0)d

02221m
022122f

1222121m

O, ecjin 6 6biJi n
THXHH,
xax rpoM, —
HblJl 6bl,
/5pO)XbK) odbHJl 6bl 3eMJIH O^pHXJieBUIHH CXHT.

n
ecjin Been ero Moinbio
BbipeBy tojioc orpoMHbin —
xoMeTbi 3ajioMHT ropnmne pyxn,
OpOCHTCH BHH3 C TOCXH. (I, 127)
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The alternative, civic strand of the hexameter is found in ‘Revoliutsiia.
Poetokhronika’. Here a long line theme is developed towards the end in two
stanzas about man’s collective heroic potential on earth:
0220222m

HaM,

noceji5iHaM 3eMJiH,
01321f

Ka>K£bIH 3eMJiH nocejiflHHH po/iHOfi.
Bee
no CTaHKaM,
no KOHTOpaM,

1212m

no maxTaM SpaTbH.
Mbi Bee
Ha 3eMJie
COJI/jaTbl OflHOH,

022f

>KH3Hb co3H£atoiueH paTH.

1212111f

npoOern njiaHeT,
Zjep>KaB SbiTHe
no/iB/iacTHbi HauiHM bojihm.

02010112f

Hama 3eMJin.
Bo3£yx — Ham.

Hamw 3Be3r ajiMa3Hbie xonn.

122222f

M Mbi HHKor^a,

HHKor^a!
HHKOMy,
HHKOMy He n03BOJIHM!

0121

3eMJiio Hamy 5mpaMH pBaTb,

-012222f

B03ziyx Ham pa3/jnpaTb octphhmh oTToneHHbix
KonHH. (I, 139)

-

The use of zero intervals is distinctive here, especially in the second stanza.
But the central focus of Maiakovskii’s hexameter lies in the poems
150000000 and Chelovek and the dialogue between them. This is right at
the heart of Maiakovskii’s poetic project, the myth of man: in Chelovek it
is explored through the lyric hero himself and the experience of love, in
150000000 it is explored through the collective hero Ivan and the utopian
extension into boundless dimensions: ‘sto — / peBOjnounH BOJI.H, /
bpomeHHan 3a nocjie^HHH npe/ieji’ (II, 121); ‘non/ieM H3JiynaTbC5]
b HecMeTHbix npocTopax’ (II, 128); ‘HeBe/ioMbie H3MepeHHH ^ymn h
3eMJin’ (II, 153). In this way the hexameter serves as a metrical focus for
the relationship and tensions between the civic and lyric which, as
highlighted by Jakobson, are central to the overall dynamic of Maiakovskii’s
work;42 also involved is the question of the epic strand in Maiakovskii,
which for Jakobson is always the ‘heroic lyric on a huge scale’.43 Moreover,
thematically the hexameter is linked to one of Maiakovskii’s most
fundamental preoccupations, at the centre of his mythology for Jakobson:
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this is liberation from confinement and the extension beyond set limits,
which links in turn to the problematics of movement and stasis, T and
‘not-I’, life and death.44
The main use of the hexameter in Chelovek is concentrated in the opening
chapter ‘Rozhdestvo Maiakovskogo’, and it then recurs through the poem,
usually in occasional segments of a line or two. In the context of the poem’s
polymetric composition it is linked to the hero’s heroic potential, as Christlike culture hero; it stands in opposition to the iambic theme, which carries
the hero’s actual fate as imprisonment, in society, religion and ultimately in
millennia of unrequited love. The nature of this opposition is crucial: it is
between the heroic associations of the hexameter measure and the
extraordinary rhythmical realization of the iambic metre as the experience
of constraint. Whereas the hexameter theme is ultimately subverted, the iambic
theme intensifies and in Pro eto it is the iamb, not the hexameter, that stands
for the hero of Chelovek.45
As already noted, the initial compositional movement in the opening
chapter ‘Rozhdestvo Maiakovskogo’ is towards the hexameter from an
opening of long lines and irregular rhythm alongside four-stress and threestress lines. In these first three stanzas the poet hero develops a series of
negative parallels with Christ that recall the oxymoronic parallels in ‘Sebe
liubimomu posviashchaet eti stroki avtor’. The turning point of positive selfaffirmation comes in the second half of the fourth stanza:
02222Id

Kax >Ke
ce6n MHe He

neTb,

ecjiH Becb n —

233152f

cruiowHan HeBH^ajib,
ecJiH Ka>K£oe /iBH>KeHHe Moe orpoMHoe,
HeoObflCHHMoe uyzio. (I, 247)

The first of these two lines is in fact the only regular six-ictus dactylic dol 'nik
in the chapter. In the next three stanzas, as he sings of his hands, mind and
then mouth and tongue, Maiakovskii varies once again on a recognizable
hexameter base. Significantly, however, the verse shifts out of the hexameter
in order to present the hero’s key attribute, his heart. There is a revealing
anomaly here. Although the hexameter stands as emblem of his heroic
potential, it is not directly associated with the heart, the centre of Maiakovskii’s
lyric universe. The ambiguities associated with the hexameter’s position in
Maiakovskii’s poetry thus receive another twist.
In subsequent chapters occasional hexameters recur. In form they become
notably closer to the hexameter base, and they serve as an emblem of the
poem’s progress, or rather distance, from its heroic opening. At the start of
the narrative in the second chapter the hexameter is a ‘roar’ which wakes up
the hero’s enemies:
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PeBOM BCTpeBO)j<eHO JioroBO OaHKHpoB, BejibMO>K h

ZlOKefi.

(1,250)

Such a description contrasts with the characterization of this voice as a ‘quiet
word’ in Oblako v shtanakh, but in view of the subsequent outcome it may
be that the roar lacks some conviction. One of the most interesting effects
comes at the end of the key chapter ‘Strasti Maiakovskogo’, in which the
poet hero is betrayed by his lover to the so-called ‘PoveliteT vsego’:
0312m
0222h
04203m

Bn>Ky — no/jowjia.
CKJioHHJiacb pyice.
ry6bi BOJiocHKaM,
uienqyT Ha^ hhmh ohh,
«CpJieHTOqKOH» Ha3bIBaK)T 0£HH,
«06jiauKOM» — ^pyroH,

02232222d

TpeTHH -CHflHbeM HeBe^OMblM

(022222)

KaKoro-TO,
TOJlbKO MTO
MHOK) TBOpHMOTO HMeHH.

(I, 255)

In the final line Chelovek is not named but it is identified through the
emblematic hexameter form, which, however, is obscured by the adjectival
and adverbial qualification in the middle of the line — without this it would
form a perfect dactylic hexameter.
The next hexameter lines, at the start of ‘Maiakovskii v nebe’, announce
the hero’s arrival in heaven after his suicide and have an incongruous,
humorous ring:
042122m

CKH^biBaio Ha Tyqy
Bemeii
h Tejia ycTajioro
KJia/ib.

32121 f

BjiaronpnnTHbi Mecrra, b KOTopbix

nocene

He 6biJi.

(I, 258-59)
The hexameter form is clear, but it has been divested of its worn out
associations. In the first line the poet hero throws off the very body which he
had proclaimed earlier, while the mock grandeur of ‘6jiaronpH.HTHbi’ and
the archaic ‘ziocejie’ subverts the hexameter’s traditional high tone. By the
end of this chapter, which reveals the heavens as the centre of a mechanical
universe with no place for the heart, the hero falls silent and then asleep,
lulled by the seas of eternity:
Olllf

Cthx.
/lyuaM

JiyHbi

Ha m6jih
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cjier,

BOJIHeHHe CHaMH CMOpfl.
By/iTO Ha ruiH>Ke iokhom,
TOJibKo eme OHeMejieH,

212123m

h no MHe,
HaCKB03b H3^aCKan,

KaTnTcn BenHOCTH Mop^. (I, 262)
The last two lines of the stanza are hexameters, although the fourth line has
both an extended, disyllabic anacrusis and an extended final interval
(extension within the bounds of the measure). The hexameter, once a heroic
roar, is now associated with silence. Most interestingly, it is also associated
with the sea, rather than with the earth and universe that are generally so
prominent in Maiakovskii’s hexameter verse. As Jakobson showed, the motif
of water and the sea -— erotic, heroic or tragic — recurs throughout
Maiakovskii’s poetry; it features in the fragments which lie behind his suicide
note, only there, uniquely, the sea is on the way out to sleep: ‘Mope yxoziHT
BcnflTb / Mope yxo^HT cnaTb’ (XIII, 138).46 But here too, if more in
eternal cycle than on the way out, it is also associated with sleep, the sleep
which eventually follows the hero’s suicide. A far less peaceful image, on
the other hand, is that of the ocean at the end of Act II of Vladimir Maiakovskii.
Tragediia to which the Poet must head with his load of tears.
In the final development of the hexameter theme in Chelovek, to which
we shall return at the end, all heroic potential is ultimately subverted into an
ironic elegiac key, as the tragic experience of life through love leads only to
eternal suffering.
The return to the hexameter in 150000000 therefore carries implicit links
to Chelovek, as well as to Voina i mir and Misteriia-buff. Now Maiakovskii
again seeks to elaborate a myth of man on a collective base through the
figure of Ivan, the eponymous 150,000000 personified. It is striking too that
the original, classical and epic, associations of the hexameter (relevant also,
but in a different key, to Vladimir Maiakovskii. Tragediia) are unexpectedly
reactivated, although with delay. The motif of Troy arises in the fifth chapter,
but these associations only come fully and retrospectively to the fore in the
poem’s finale, when the poem is declared to be both Iliad and Odyssey (II,
164). At the same time, in the context of the early nineteenth century debate
on the appropriateness of the hexameter vis-a-vis forms closer to the native
Russian folk epic, it is interesting that Maiakovskii incorporates the hexameter
in a poem which aims to be a new folk epic, a revolutionary bylina. The
hexameter is literally the poem’s point of departure, out of which come lines
of varying length, rhythm and anacrusis. The variations develop in such a
way that the verse increasingly goes beyond the measure, leaving the
hexameter far behind, and in this way the poem’s exploration of the key
theme of going beyond the limits, of reaching out into unknown dimensions,
originates in the hexameter.
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The hexameter also lies at the basis of the iconic function of measure in
the making of the hero Ivan.47 The very first line of the poem not only
establishes the iconic association of long lines and size through the motif of
millions, but also realizes the motif of going beyond limits by extending
beyond the six-ictus limit of the hexameter after the word ‘nooMbi’:
0221221 f

150 000 000 MacTepa otoh nooMbi mvm.

(II, 115)

As well as being very large and potentially beyond measure, the second
distinctive feature of the hero Ivan is that he is a collective, composite hero.
This feature too is present in the structure of the hexameter, which is made
up of two hemistichs. In terms of the making of Ivan, therefore, we are dealing
with essentially the same features on both the semantic and formal levels,
and the iconic and compositional levels effectively coincide. The motif of
composite construction is also realized in the very first stanza. After the
extension beyond the hexameter’s limit in the first line, the most remarkable
feature of this stanza is the fourth line:
32122-222d

PoTauHOHKOH maroB
b 6yjibi>KHOM Bep>Ke ruiomazieH
HaneqaTaHO oto H3^aHHe. (II, 115)

From the point of view of stanzaic organization, fixed by the rhyme, this line
ends on cH3£aHHe’. In this way Maiakovskii produces a hexameter and a
half, since ‘PoTauHOHKOH maroB / b 6yjibi>KHOM Bep>Ke njioma/jeH’ is
already a full example of the hexameter (with initial stress omission), and so
the continuation ‘HaneqaTaHO 3to H3£aHHe’ can be interpreted in a number
of ways: it can be a repeat second hemistich, and/or an independent, selfsufficient hemistich, and/or a continuation of the measure beyond its expected
limits. Thus the motif of going beyond limits is reinforced, only here it is
taken further than in the first line. But in addition Maiakovskii achieves extra
effects. Firstly, he establishes the means for constructing a more complex
whole than that represented by the ordinary hexameter. Secondly, since
‘PoTauHOHKOH maroB / b dyjibBKHOM Bep)Ke njioiuazjeH’ is still perceived
as a complete line of verse, he introduces the motif of the independence of
the constituent parts and the possibility, by implication, of giving
independence to what is normally incomplete on its own, the hemistich (this
effect is marked by the graphical lay-out of the step-ladder here, with the
final hemistich left-aligned, while in the original edition the column lay-out
was still being used). And thirdly, he also creates the possibility of moving
from long lines to shorter ones.
After the opening stanza the possibilities of variation, extension and
composite construction are all developed further; in particular, compared
with earlier poems, composite construction is developed to its maximum
and from the hexameter extends to become a key constructive principle of
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the first two chapters. Already in the second stanza and at the start of the
third there are more variations on or away from the hexameter in rhythm,
length and anacrusis. Subsequently, the main body of the first chapter is
narrative and uses Maiakovskii’s standard form, accentual verse,
predominantly four-stress, with the occasional long line. Long hexameter
verse returns in the final passage of the chapter, which represents the extreme
amplification of the hexameter theme in Maiakovskii’s verse:
12222-

M

Bee 3th
CTO nflTb^eeflT MHJIJ1HOHOB JlfO^eH,

-2133212f

SHJiJiHOHbi pbibHH,
TpHJIJIHOHbl HaceKOMbIX,
3BepeH,
£OMaiIIHHX >KHBOTHbIX,

02223If

cothh rybepHHH,
CO BCeM, MTO nOCTpOHJIOCb,
CTOHT,
>KHBeT B HHX,

01132211412d

Bee, mto MO>KeT ^BHraTbcn,
h Bee, mto He ^BH^eTcn,
Bee, mto ejie ^BHrajiocb,

npecMbiKancb,
noji3an,

njiaBan —
022d

jiaBOK) Bee sto,

JiaBoio!

(II, 120)

The multiplication of the motif of millions into billions and then trillions is
matched by the extension of the first and third lines into extreme length,
while the last line, rather than being a hemistich, has become an independent
unit, a metrical line in its own right. The two long lines are different: the
step-ladder lay-out presents the first as two lines, but together they also form
a single, double line made up of five-stress and seven-stress parts; in the
third line, on the other hand, there are six steps rather than two halves. There
is still a hexameter base here, as the second line reminds us, but in addition
to the extension of line length there are also several longer intervals. Such
verse is ready to leave the hexameter behind and, when long lines continue
in the second chapter and thereafter, it has effectively done so. In the final
chapter, however, there is a couplet which introduces the heroic requiem for
all those who have given their lives for the future utopia; as with the conclusion
to the hexameter theme in Chelovek, we shall return to this at the end.
Yet after the concentrated development of the hexameter in
Maiakovskii’s work around the Revolution, the hexameter theme not so
much recedes as disappears. Even though its role in the first version of
Misteriia-buff is not that prominent, it is particularly striking that
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Maiakovskii removes it from the second version. Although the play is still
subtitled a ‘heroic, epic and satirical depiction of our epoch’ (II, 243), the
heroic tone of the opening chorus has been replaced by a speech from just
one of the Unclean addressing the audience on what they are about to see.
Subsequently, in all the rest of Maiakovskii’s work one can point to just
two clear uses of the form.48 One is in ‘Moi mai’ (1922), where the first,
third and fifth stanzas all begin with lines that are recognizably based on
the hexameter and repeat the motif of glorifying man on earth. This is the
opening stanza:
012222f

012222d

0212f
02222d

BceM,
Ha yjiHUbi Bbiine/tiuHM,
TeJIO MaWHHOH H3ManB, —
BceM,
MOJI51IHHM o npa3£HHKe
criHHaM, 3eMJieio HaTpy^KeHHbiM, —
nepBoe Ma5i!
IlepBbiH H3 MaeB
BCTpeTHM, TOBapniun,
rojiocoM, b neHHe c/jpy>KeHHbiM. (IV, 30)

From a formal point of view, the fixed pattern of hexameter lines in
symmetrical position at the head of the odd stanzas reflects the fact that
Maiakovskii’s verse has by now moved towards a polymetric system of
discrete measures. As mentioned earlier in relation to the spondee, it is notable
that the even stanzas employ a metre which incorporates zero intervals:
020m
012m
230f
212f

BecHaMH MHp moh!
CoJiHLteM CHe>KHoe Tan!
paOoMHH —
3TOT Man moh!
KpeCTbHHHH3to moh Man.
(IV, 30)

The other example of the hexameter is much later, in the poem ‘My’ of 1929,
where the odd stanzas (again) have a recognizable hexameter base:
022222f

Mbi —
3£HCOHbI
HeBH^aHHblX B3JieTOB,
3HeprHH

12122d

Ho rjiaBHoe
H 3TO

b

H CBeTOB.
Hac —

HHHeM He 3aCJ10HHTC51, -
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rjiaBHoe b Hac
3to — Hama
CTpaHa coBeTOB,
coBeTCKa5i bojih,
COBeTCKOe 3HaMH,

coBeTCKoe cojiHue.

(X, 119)

The heroic collective of inventors echoes motifs from around the Revolution;
in particular, it echoes the motif of expansion into unbounded forms of energy
in 150000000 and then couples this with a Soviet theme.
This late, solitary revival of the hexameter motif highlights even more
clearly the question as to why the hexameter effectively disappears from
Maiakovskii’s verse after 150000000. The question can be approached on
several levels. On one level, the extension beyond the limits of the hexameter
in 150000000 might be interpreted quite literally: Maiakovskii’s last major
treatment of the form is to leave it behind, and the possibilities of variations
on it are, if not exhausted, then transcended. To return to the hexameter would
be a step backwards. Such an interpretation has a possible validity as well as
attractiveness, but that is all. On another level, the disappearance of the
hexameter suggests that a certain kind of heroic mood is lost from
Maiakovskii’s verse after 150000000, in fact surprisingly soon after the
Revolution (in this connection there is an interesting element of anachronism
in Maiakovskii’s words about the association of long measures and a heroic
tone several years later in ‘Kak delat' stikhi’).
Such a loss of heroic optimism is striking and feeds into the whole complex
question of Maiakovskii and the Revolution. But the most far-reaching insight
into Maiakovskii’s poetry afforded by a study of his hexameter comes with a
broad consideration of its role in the architectonics of his verse. This is further
highlighted by the fact that the hexameter’s disappearance is followed by the
appearance of another metrical theme, the free trochee, which, as Taranovskii
showed, is linked to the key Maiakovskian themes of time, death and
imrnortality.49 In this way, the transition from the hexameter to the free trochee
captures a fundamental shift in Maiakovskii’s preoccupation: from the heroic
potential of man on earth to the problem of overcoming death, from a more
optimistic, utopian impulse to a more pessimistic one, which links to the
whole problematics of his work, life and death. One could also point to a
certain shift from space to time.
Within this shift, however, there is also some continuity. Thus the long
line motif of the hexameter enjoys a certain renewed life in the free trochee,
which can extend to very long lines. In the Epilogue ‘Proshenie na imia...’ of
Pro eto, for example, the free trochaic lines are at their greatest length precisely
where the vision of resurrection is most optimistic. But if the impetus behind
the hexameter theme of man’s heroic potential on earth is ultimately towards
escape from earthbound dimensions and transformation into light, then the
resurrection which Maiakovskii attempts to envisage in ‘Proshenie na imia...’
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is a resurrection in the flesh, into this world — and a world which in its more
concrete visualization is ironically close to the present one.50
There is another continuity too, which is linked to the elegiac strand in
Maiakovskii’s hexameter verse. As Jakobson writes in ‘O pokolenii,
rasstrativshem svoikh poetov’, an essay which is both a heroic proclamation
of the poet and an elegy, ‘towards the end of Maiakovskii’s life his ode and
satire completely obscured from public view his elegy, which, in point of
fact, he identified with the lyrical in general... Maiakovskii’s journey along
the path of the elegiac poem was completed in 1923’;51 that is, with Pro eto.
However, in Maiakovskii’s hexameter verse there has already been a potential
or submerged elegiac note, deriving from the elegiac couplet. This too
provides another strand of continuity between the hexameter and the free
trochee, which is linked in Pro eto to a trochaic pentameter motif that has an
elegiac note.
The final use of the hexameter in 150000000 is to introduce the requiem
for all the heroes who died in the name of the utopian future. This is a heroic
requiem, with a ‘roar’:
211300m

«rojioca jno/icKHe,
3BepbH rojioca,

peB peK
-022m
012222d

BBblCb CJiaBOCJIOBHeM BbeM.

floHTe Bee h Bee cjiymaHTe
MHpa TOp>KeCTBeHHbIH peKBHeM.

(II, 162)

Maiakovskii here utilizes a rhyme (‘pex’ + ‘BbeM’ — ‘peKBHeM’) that
Shtokmar called ‘summative’52 to construct a special kind of heroic elegiac
couplet, in which the heroic frames the elegiac. The second line is a regular
hexameter, while it is the first line, not the second, that contains the ‘elegiac’
zero interval, and it occurs between the two parts of the composite line, a
hexameter and a half, rather than between hemistichs. At the same time
this zero interval is preceded by two other zero intervals within the line
that create a strong spondaic effect, while the composite construction of
the whole replays in miniature the movement of the poem’s opening two
chapters.
The elegiac note in Chelovek works very differently. As already discussed,
unlike in 150000000, the development of the hexameter in Chelovek is not
in the direction of extension beyond and out of the measure. On the contrary,
the hexameter returns towards its basic scheme: in Jakobson’s expression,
this is a ‘languishing in the confines of the set limit’ so inimical to
Maiakovskii.53 As we have seen, from the heroic ‘roar’ asserted at the start
of‘Zhizn' Maiakovskogo’ the hexameter moves towards a ‘quiet word’ and
is even associated with silence at the end of‘Maiakovskii v nebe’. But this is
not the end of the hexameter theme in Chelovek. In the next chapter
‘Vozvrashchenie Maiakovskogo’ two separate lines which convey a nostalgia
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for the earth as the hero returns have the correct form of the pentameter in
the elegiac couplet, for example, the second line here:
1112f

TOCKa B03HHKJia.
Pe3Me h pe3Me.

02202Id

UapcTBeHHO Tyua BCTaeT,
ZiajibHee BcnbixHeT oOjiaKO,

02d
023 Id

Bee MHe MepemHTcn
6ilH30CTb

KaKoro-To 3eMHoro oOjiHKa.

(I, 263)

The nostalgia of return, however, turns out to be bitter, since the poet
ultimately finds himself imprisoned in millennia of unrequited love. In
context, then, the single quatrain of the poem’s epilogue ‘Poslednee’, which
marks the demise of any heroic potential with elegiac irony, can be interpreted
as based on the elegiac couplet:54
012121m

LLlHpb,
6e3£OMHoro
CHOBa
JIOHOM TBOHM npHMH!

02211m
032211m

He6o Kaxoe Tenepb?
3Be3£e KaKOH?
TbicflUbio uepKBen
no^o MHOH

3aTnHyji
23m

H T5IHeT MHp:
«Co cBnTbiMH ynoKOHl»

(1,272)

The odd lines are six-ictus lines (with one irregular interval in the third), the
second is a five-ictus line, and the final line is short.
Although the unbounded space of the universe is open to the poet hero, it
is not a freedom that has resolved his predicament in love. In this way
Chelovek anticipates both 150000000 and Pro eto. In relation to 150000000,
the dialogue between lyric and civic reaches a stark contradiction, and the
utopian vision of 150000000 holds no way out for the poet here. In relation
to Pro eto, Maiakovskii’s ‘elegiac poem’ is in effect already completed.
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V.V. Ivanov, ‘Ritm poemy Maiakovskogo “Chelovek”’, in Poetics. Poetyka.
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2 Richard Burgi, A History of the Russian Hexameter, Hamden, Connecticut, 1954,
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his Vmasterskoi stikha Maiakovskogo, 3rd ed., Moscow, 1991, pp. 193-239).
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Georgiia Vladimirovicha Stepanova, ed. D.S. Likhachev et al., Moscow-Leningrad,
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12 See M.L. Gasparov, Ocherkistorii russkogo stikha. Metrika, ritmika, rifma, strofika,
Moscow, 1984, pp. 217, 219-22; see also note 11 above.
13 See Gasparov, Ocherkistorii russkogo stikha, pp. 70-71,125-27,191-92,217-18.
14 Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’. In his study of the generative rules of
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Igor' Severianin’, Russian Literature, 6, 1978, pp. 307-46; Lauwers, Igor’Severjanin, pp. 41-49.
17 See Smirnov, Khudozhestvennyi smysl, pp. 104-05. An exception among the CuboFuturists was Livshits, who translated from French. Livshits was also steeped in
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of Livshits’s famous memoir Polutoraglazyi strelets (1933), there is no mention
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18 Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’, pp. 336-38.
19 Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’, pp. 333-34.
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discounted; in Chelovek the rhythmical prose of the chapter headings can be seen
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21 Curiously, the one example Gasparov gives is from a poem by Lavrenev, ‘Isterika
Bol'shoi medveditsy’, which was published in 1913 in Krematoriizdravosmysliia,
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irregular interval (‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’, p. 332).
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International Journal of Slavic Linguistics and Poetics, 14, 1971, pp. 111-33.
23 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, p. 36.
24 See Smirnov, Khudozhestvennyi smysl, pp. 103-08.
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‘Geksametr v poeticheskikh sistemakh’, pp. 47-48, 50-54.
26 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, p. 257; in his pioneering study of the
taktovik Gasparov identified such verse as a separate type {Sovremennyi russkii
stikh, pp. 301-09).
27 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, p. 22.
28 See Gasparov, Sovremennyi russkii stikh, pp. 261-75.
29 Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’, pp. 331-32, 338; concerning
experiments with the rhythm of the hexameter, see also Lotman, ‘Geksametr v
poeticheskikh sistemakh’, pp. 59-64.
30 Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’, pp. 334—35.
31 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, pp. 229-30.
32 See note 6 above.
33 Curiously, the spondaic effect here bears a certain resemblance to that used by
Briusov in his ‘Rok (Geksametry Avsoniia)’ (1911), where each line ends in a
spondee and the final word is then repeated at the start of the next line, for example:
‘Bee HenpoMHoe b MHpe po/tHT, h Be^eT, h KpyuiHT Pok, / Pok, HeBepHbiH
h 3bi6KHH, ho MaHHT Hac JibCTHBbix Ha/te>K,a pon...’ (Valerii Briusov, Sobranie
sochinenii, ed. P.G. Antokofskii et al., 7 vols, Moscow, 1973-75, 3, pp. 488-89);
see Lotman, ‘Geksametr v poeticheskikh sistemakh’, pp. 69-70, note 25.
34 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, p. 44.
35 For a compilation of accounts of the production, see B. Rostotskii, Maiakovskii i
teatr, Moscow, 1952, pp. 32-48.
36 See L.F. Volkov-Lannit, Vizhu Maiakovskogo, Moscow, 1981, pp. 53-58.
37 Without there being any link to this poem, it is still interesting to note that Piast
uses the same word ‘mockery’ in relation to a variation on the hexameter which
he deems unacceptable (Vladimir Piast, Sovremennoe stikhovedenie. Ritmika,
Leningrad, 1931, p. 250; quoted in Gasparov, ‘Derivaty russkogo geksametra’,
p. 335).
38 For a study of the elegiac couplet/distich in Russian verse, see Michael Wachtel,
The Development of Russian Verse: Meter and its Meanings, Cambridge, 1998,
pp. 171-205 (on Ivanov, pp. 194-99); use of this form in Russian verse is quite
limited in volume and scope, remaining predominantly within the realm of
stylization. The possibility of ‘IzdevateTstva’ as a parody of Ivanov offers an
intriguing and potentially very fruitful line of investigation, which could be pursued
both for itself and within the wider context of Futurism’s relationship to Symbolism.
Motifs such as the ‘cycle’, ‘swarm’ and ‘oak’ could link to Ivanov, but it is
characteristic of Maiakovskii that he adopts a metrical voice.
39 On the iconic interpretation of the sign in Futurism, see Smirnov, Khudozhestvennyi
smysl, pp. 103-18.
40 The significance of hugeness (and a loud voice) in Maiakovskii has often been
highlighted, and at a variety of levels, but might nevertheless merit a study of its
own that would also place this theme in broader cultural context. The problematics
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of huge size (razmer) in Maiakovskii provides a recurring theme for Marina
Tsvetaeva in her comparative study of Maiakovskii and Pasternak (Marina
Tsvetaeva, ‘Epos i lirika sovremennoi Rossii. Vladimir Maiakovskii i Boris
Pasternak’, Sobraniesochinenii, ed. A. Saakiants and L. Mnukhin, 7 vols, Moscow,
1994-95, 5, Avtobiograficheskaia proza. Stat'i. Esse. Perevody, pp. 375-96);
concerning magnification (and diminution) in relation to Futurist poetics, see
Smirnov, Khudozhestvennyi smysl, pp. 126-27.
41 Here and subsequently, marked stresses are taken from the Polnoe sobranie
sochinenii.

42 See Roman Jakobson, ‘O pokolenii, rastrativshem svoikh poetov’ (1931), Selected
Writings, V, pp. 355-81 (pp. 357-58): here Maiakovskii’s verse is presented as an
organic whole, with one symbolic system, where tragic and comic, high and low,
are interrelated. See also Roman Jakobson, ‘Kpozdnei lirike Maiakovskogo’ (1956),
Selected Writings, V, pp. 382-405: here Jakobson expounds his interpretation of the
alternation of lyric and civic cycles in Maiakovskii, and the suppression of the lyric.
Finally, in ‘Dostoevskii v otgoloskakh Maiakovskogo’ (1959), a review article on
Shklovskii’s Za i protiv, Jakobson looks back over his earlier pieces and reiterates
his view that Maiakovskii’s work has to be seen as a whole, but also emphasizes the
fundamental distinction between the lyric and civic (Selected Writings, V, pp. 40712 (p. 411)). Following a direct reference to Bakhtin (p. 409), Jakobson now presents
the relationship between the lyric and civic in Maiakovskii as ‘polyphonic’: the
‘mass events on a world scale’ of his social poems are opposed to the ‘tragedy of
love’ in his lyric verse; the two genres are ‘not fused’ but alternate in a ‘dramatic
collision’, a ‘struggle of the lyric and anti-lyric’ (p. 412). This study of Maiakovskii’s
hexameter supports Jakobson’s final presentation of the relation of the civic and the
lyric in Maiakovskii as opposed to that originally put forward in ‘O pokolenii,
rastrativshem svoikh poetov’ (concerning the background to this essay, see ‘K istorii
sozdaniia i vospriiatiia stat'i “O pokolenii, rastrativshem svoikh poetov’”, preface,
preparation of the text and annotations by S.I. Gindin, in Roman Jakobson. Teksty,
dokumenty, issledovaniia, ed. Henryk Baran, Sergei Gindin et al., Moscow, 1999,
pp. 161-66).
43 Jakobson, ‘O pokolenii’, p. 356.
44 Jakobson, ‘O pokolenii’, pp. 358-61; see also Kristyna Pomorska, ‘Majakovskij’s
Cosmic Myth’, in Myth in Literature, ed. Andrej Kodjak et al., Columbus, Ohio,
1985, pp. 170-87.
45 See Aizlewood, Verse Form and Meaning, pp. 157-61, 233-34.
46 Jakobson, ‘K pozdnei lirike Maiakovskogo’, pp. 399-400.
47 For a detailed study of the making of Ivan and the role of measure in 1500G0000,
especially in the first two chapters, see the accompanying essay ‘How
Maiakovskii’s Ivan is Made: Measure in 150000000'.
48 A possible third use is in the second chapter of Khorosho, which opens with six
couplets combining seven-ictus and six-ictus doVnik lines (four and two
respectively) with short, one-stress lines, for example:
1211122m

«KoHuanTe BOHHy!
ZlOBOJlbHO!

By^eT!
B 3TOM

rojio/iHOM ro#y —
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3m
022212m

lm

HeBMoroTy.

BpajiH:
«Hapo^a —
CBo6o,qa,
Bnepe/i,
anoxa,
3ap^...» —
h 3pn. (VIII, 237)

The long lines are not far from the hexameter, indeed the second one above is a
regular six-ictus dactylic dol'nik, but the variation is sufficient to leave uncertainty
when there are no clear associations with Maiakovskii’s use of the hexameter
elsewhere. Instead, the key effect is derived from the juxtaposition of long and
short lines, although, if there is a reminiscence of the hexameter, then it could add
to the effect through the combination of high and low.
49 Kiril Taranovsky, ‘O vzaimootnoshenii stikhotvomogo ritma i tematiki’, in
American Contributions to the Fifth International Congress of Slavists, Sofia,
September 1963,1, Linguistic Contributions, The Hague, 1963, pp. 287-322 (pp.
310-15).
50 See Pomorska,‘Majakovskij’s Cosmic Myth’, pp. 183-84; Aizlewood, Verse Form
and Meaning, pp. 301-04.
51 Jakobson, ‘O pokolenii’, p. 375.
52 M.P. Shtokmar, Rifma Maiakovskogo, Moscow, 1958, p. 96.
53 Jakobson, ‘O pokolenii’, p. 358.
54 Gasparov notes the possibility of a derivative of the elegiac couplet too (‘Derivaty
russkogo geksametra’, p. 335).
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